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Neural Text Generation
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• Inefficient. knowledge (memory) and reasoning ability are 
mixed in opaque model parameters (bigger and bigger 
models)


• Static. Memory cannot be updated after training. 


• Opaque. We do not know which memory is activated when 
making a prediction.

Blackbox Neural Model θInput x Output y

y = f(x; θ) implicit knowledge source
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Parametric Neural Model θInput x Output y

Non-parametric 
Memory Retrieval Memory z

parametric neural networks + non-parametric memory
• transferability: memory can be purposefully changed, expanded or filtered.

• interpretability: influential memory can be manually inspected and interpreted.
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Figure 1: The overview of this survey.

2.1 Formulation080

Most text generation tasks can be formulated as a081

mapping from input sequence x to output sequence082

y : y = f(x). For instance, x and y could be the083

dialogue history and the corresponding response084

for dialogue response generation, the text in the085

source language and the translation in the target086

language for machine translation, and so on.087

Recently, some researchers suggest to endow088

models the capability to access external memory089

via some information retrieval techniques, so that090

they can acquire more information in the generation091

process (Gu et al., 2018; Weston et al., 2018; Cai092

et al., 2019b). The retrieval-augmented generation093

can be further formulated as:094

y = f(x, z) (1)095

where z = {hxr,yri} is a set of relevant instances096

retrieved from the original training set or external097

datasets. The main idea of this paradigm is that yr098

may benefit the response generation, if xr (or yr)099

is similar (or relevant) to the input x. It is worth100

noting that xr = ; when unsupervised retrieval101

sources are used. In general, the retrieval mem-102

ory can be retrieved from three kinds of sources:103

the training corpus, external datasets in the same104

format with the training corpus, and large-scale105

unsupervised corpus (§2.2). Metrics that evaluate106

the relevance between text are varied as well, in107

§2.3 we divided them into three categories: sparse-108

vector retrieval, dense-vector retrieval, and training-109

based retrieval. Finally, how to integrate the re-110

trieval memory to the generation model is also sig-111

nificant, we also introduce some popular integra-112

tion approaches in §2.4.113

2.2 Retrieval Sources114

Training Corpus Most previous studies search115

the external memory from its training corpus (Song116

et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2018; Weston et al., 2018). 117

In the inference time, retrieved examples with high 118

relevant scores could be regarded as extra refer- 119

ences and reduce model’s uncertainty in generation. 120

The main motivation of those works is to to store 121

knowledge not only in the model parameters but 122

also in an explicit and accessible form, making the 123

model be able to re-access it during inference. 124

External Data Some researchers also propose to 125

retrieval relevant samples from external datasets 126

(Su et al., 2021c; Xiao et al., 2021). In these stud- 127

ies, the retrieval pool is different with the training 128

corpus, which can further provide additional infor- 129

mation that are not contained in the training corpus. 130

This is especially beneficial for applications such 131

as domain adaptation and knowledge update. For 132

example, Khandelwal et al. (2020a); Zheng et al. 133

(2021a) employ the in-domain dataset as the exter- 134

nal memory to achieve fast domain adaptation for 135

machine translation. 136

Unsupervised Data One limitation for previous 137

two sources is that the datasets have to be super- 138

vised datasets consisting of aligned input-output 139

pairs. For machine translation, Cai et al. (2021) pro- 140

pose a cross-lingual retriever to directly retrieve tar- 141

get sentence from unsupervised corpus (i.e., mono- 142

lingual corpus in the target language). The main 143

idea is aligning source-side sentences and the corre- 144

sponding target-side translations in a dense vector 145

space, i.e., aligning x and yr when xr is absent. 146

As a result, the retriever directly connects the dots 147

between the source-side input and target-side trans- 148

lations, enabling monolingual data in the target 149

language to be used alone as memories. 150

2.3 Retrieval Metrics 151

Sparse-vector Retrieval Given an input se- 152

quence x and a retrieval corpus, retrieval model 153

aims to retrieve a set of relevant examples z = 154
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Abstract

Recently, retrieval-augmented text generation
attracted increasing attention of the compu-
tational linguistics community. Compared
with conventional generation models, retrieval-
augmented text generation has remarkable ad-
vantages and particularly has achieved state-of-
the-art performance in many NLP tasks. This
paper aims to conduct a survey about retrieval-
augmented text generation. It firstly highlights
the generic paradigm of retrieval-augmented
generation, and then it reviews notable ap-
proaches according to different tasks including
dialogue response generation, machine trans-
lation, and other generation tasks. Finally, it
points out some promising directions on top of
recent methods to facilitate future research.

1 Introduction

Retrieval-augmented text generation, as a new
text generation paradigm that fuses emerging deep
learning technology and traditional retrieval tech-
nology, has achieved state-of-the-art (SOTA) per-
formance in many NLP tasks and attracted the at-
tention of the computational linguistics community
(Weston et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2018; Cai et al.,
2021). Compared with generation-based counter-
part, this new paradigm has some remarkable ad-
vantages: 1) The knowledge is not necessary to be
implicitly stored in model parameters, but is explic-
itly acquired in a plug-and-play manner, leading
to great scalibility; 2) Instead of generating from
scratch, the paradigm generating text from some re-
trieved human-written reference, which potentially
alleviates the difficulty of text generation.

This paper aims to review many representative
approaches for retrieval-augmented text generation
tasks including dialogue response generation (We-
ston et al., 2018), machine translation (Gu et al.,
2018) and others (Hashimoto et al., 2018). We

⇤All authors contributed equally.

firstly present the generic paradigm of retrieval-
augmented generation as well as three key com-
ponents under this paradigm, which are retrieval
sources, retrieval metrics and generation models.

Then, we introduce notable methods about
retrieval-augmented generation, which are orga-
nized with respect to different tasks. Specifically,
on the dialogue response generation task, exem-
plar/template retrieval as an intermediate step has
been shown beneficial to informative response gen-
eration (Weston et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Cai
et al., 2019a,b). In addition, there has been growing
interest in knowledge-grounded generation explor-
ing different forms of knowledge such as knowl-
edge bases and external documents (Dinan et al.,
2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Lian et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2019; Qin et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,
2021). On the machine translation task, we summa-
rize the early work on how the retrieved sentences
(called translation memory) are used to improve
statistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn et al.,
2003) models (Simard and Isabelle, 2009; Koehn
and Senellart, 2010) and in particular, we inten-
sively highlight several popular methods to inte-
grating translation memory to NMT models (Gu
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2020;
He et al., 2021). We also review the applications
of retrieval-augmented generation in other genera-
tion tasks such as abstractive summarization (Peng
et al., 2019), code generation (Hashimoto et al.,
2018), paraphrase (Kazemnejad et al., 2020; Su
et al., 2021b), and knowledge-intensive generation
(Lewis et al., 2020b). Finally, we also point out
some promising directions on retrieval-augmented
generation to push forward the future research.

2 Retrieval-Augmented Paradigm

In this section, we first give a general formulation
of retrieval-augmented text generation. Then, we
discuss three major components of the retrieval-
augmented generation paradigm, including the re-
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Parametric Neural Model θInput x Output y

Non-parametric 
Memory Retrieval Memory z

1. Retrieval Source. What to retrieve?


2. Retrieval Metric. How to retrieve?


3. Integration. How to help generation?

Retrieve
Integrate

Source

Retrieval-Augmented 
Text Generation
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Retrieval-Augmented 
Text Generation

• Retrieval Source. What to retrieve?


• Training Corpus. Training instances with similar input 
should help.


• External Input-Output Pairs. This is especially 
beneficial for applications such as domain adaptation 
and knowledge update.


• Unsupervised Data. Generation models might benefit 
from reading more than aligned input-output pairs.
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Retrieval Source
• Training Corpus.


• do not discard a training corpus after training but 
actively exploit it during testing

Yiping Song, Rui Yan, Xiang Li, Dongyan Zhao, Ming Zhang. Two are Better than One: An Ensemble of Retrieval- 
and Generation-Based Dialog.

multiseq2seq
generator

Query

Retrieved 
candidate

Generated 
candidate

Re
ra

nk
er

Ultimate
reply

Retrieval-based 
dialog system Post-reranking

Generative
dialog system

Information
retrieval

Database of
          pairs

Figure 1: The overall architecture of our model ensemble. We combine retrieval and generative dialog systems
by 1� enhancing the generator with the retrieved candidate and by 2� post-reranking of both retrieved and
generated candidates.

short term memory (LSTM) or gated recurrent units (GRUs). Despite these, RNN also has its own weakness
when applied to dialog systems: the generated sentence tends to be short, universal, and meaningless, for exam-
ple, “I don’t know” [8] or “something” [16]. This is probably because chatbot-like dialogs are highly diversified
and a query may not convey sufficient information for the reply. Even though such universal utterances may be
suited in certain dialog context, they make users feel boring and lose interest, and thus are not desirable in real
applications.

In this paper, we are curious if we can combine the above two streams of approaches for open-domain
conversation. To this end, we propose an ensemble of retrieval and generative dialog systems. Given a user-
issued query, we first obtain a candidate reply by information retrieval from a large database. The query,
along with the candidate reply, is then fed to an utterance generator based on the “bi-sequence to sequence”
(biseq2seq) model [30]. Such sequence generator takes into consideration the information contained in not
only the query but also the retrieved reply; hence, it alleviates the low-substance problem and can synthesize
replies that are more meaningful. After that we use the scorer in the retrieval system again for post-reranking.
This step can filter out less relevant retrieved replies or meaningless generated ones. The higher ranked candidate
(either retrieved or generated) is returned to the user as the reply.

From the above process, we see that the retrieval and generative systems are integrated by two mechanisms:
(1) The retrieved candidate is fed to the sequence generator to mitigate the “low-substance” problem; (2) The
post-reranker can make better use of both the retrieved candidate and the generated utterance. In this sense, we
call our overall approach an ensemble in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to combine
retrieval and generative models for open-domain conversation.

Experimental results show that our ensemble model consistently outperforms each single component in
terms of several subjective and objective metrics, and that both retrieval and generative methods contribute an
important portion to the overall approach. This also verifies the rationale for building model ensembles for
dialog systems.

2 The Proposed Model Ensemble
2.1 Overview
Figure 1 depicts the overall framework of our proposed ensemble of retrieval and generative dialog systems. It
mainly consists of the following components.

• When a user sends a query utterance q, our approach utilizes a state-of-the-practice information retrieval
system to search for a query-reply pair hq⇤, r⇤i that best matches the user-issued query q. The corre-
sponding r⇤ is retrieved as a candidate reply.

• Then a biseq2seq model takes the original query q and the retrieved candidate reply r⇤ as input,

2
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Retrieval Source
• Training Corpus.


• do not discard a training corpus after training but 
actively exploit it during testing

Jiatao Gu, Yong Wang, Kyunghyun Cho and Victor O.K. Li. Search Engine Guided Neural Machine Translation.

J' ai une voiture rouge
Cette voiture rouge

J'    ai    une  idée

The

red

car

I

have

an

idea

I

have

a

matching

?

deep/shallow fusion

ct

c!!

!

q
(a) Query the source sentence,
and the search engine returns
K translation pairs;
(b) The NMT model outputs translation
with reference of retrieved pairs 

Figure 1: The over-
all architecture of the
proposed SEG-NMT.
The shaded box in-
cludes the module
which handles a set
of translation pairs re-
trieved in the first
stage. The heat maps
represent the atten-
tion scores between
the source sentences
(left-to-right) and the
corresponding transla-
tions (top-to-down).

That is, we define a similarity function s(X,X !), and find
(Xn, Y n) where s(X,Xn) is large.

Similarity score function s In this paper, we constrain
ourselves to a setting in which only a neural translation model
is trainable. That is, we do not assume the availability of
other trainable sentence similarity functions. This allows
us to focus entirely on the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm while being agnostic to the choice of similarity
metric. Under this constraint, we follow an earlier work by
(Li, Way, and Liu, 2016) and use a fuzzy matching score
which is defined as

sfuzzy(X,X !) = 1! Dedit(X,X !)

max (|X|, |X !|) , (3)

where Dedit is an edit distance.

Algorithm 1 Greedy selection procedure to maximize the
coverage of the source symbols.
Require: input X , translation memory M

1: Obtain the subset M̃ ! M using an off-the-shelf search en-
gine;

2: Re-rank retrieved pairs (X !, Y !) " M̃ using the similarity
score function s in descending order;

3: Initialize the dictionary of selected pairs R = #;
4: Initialize the coverage score c = 0;
5: for k = 1...|M̃ | do
6: ctmp =

!
x"X ! [x " R.keys $ {X !

k}] /|X|
7: if ctmp > c then
8: c = ctmp; R % {X !

k : Y !
k}

9: return R

Off-the-shelf Search Engine The computational complex-
ity of the similarity search grows linearly with the size of the
translation memory which in our case contains all the pairs
from a training corpus. Despite the simplicity and compu-
tational efficiency of the similarity score in Eq. (3), this is

clearly not practical, as the size of the training corpus is often
in the order of hundreds of thousands or even tens of millions.
We overcome this issue of scalability by incorporating an off-
the-shelf search engine, more specifically Apache Lucene.1
We then use Lucene to retrieve an initial set of translation
pairs based on the source side, and use the similarity score
above to re-rank them.

Final selection process Let M̃ " M be an initial set of
translation pairs returned by Lucene. We rank the translation
pairs within this set by s(X,X !). We design and test two
methods for selecting the final set from this initial set based
on the similarity scores. The first method is a top-K retrieval,
where we simply return the K most similar translation pairs
from M̃. The second method returns an adaptive number of
translation pairs based on the coverage of the symbols x in
the current source sentence X within the retrieved transla-
tion pairs. We select greedily starting from the most similar
translation pair, as described in Alg. 1.

Translation Stage
In the second stage, we build a novel extension of the
attention-based neural machine translation, SEG-NMT, that
seamlessly fuses both a current source sentence and a set M̂
of retrieved translation pairs. In a high level, the proposed
SEG-NMT first stores each target symbol of each retrieved
translation pair into a key-value memory(Miller et al., 2016).
At each time step of the decoder, SEG-NMT first performs
attention over the current source sentence to compute the
time-dependent context vector based on which the key-value
memory is queried. SEG-NMT fuses information from both
context vector of the current source sentence and the retrieved
value from the key-value memory to generate a next symbol.

Key-Value Memory For each retrieved translation pair
(X !, Y !) " M̂, we run a full attention-based neural machine

1 https://lucene.apache.org/core/
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Urvashi Khandelwal, Angela Fan, Dan Jurafsky, Luke Zettlemoyer, Mike Lewis. Nearest Neighbor Machine 
Translation

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2021

Training Translation Contexts Datastore
Representation Target

J'ai été à Paris. 
J'avais été à la maison.
J'apprécie l’été.
…
J'ai ma propre chambre. 

I have
I had

I enjoy
…

I have
…

been
been

summer
…
my

Distances

4
3

100
…
1

Nearest k

my
been
been

1
3
4

Temperature

my
been
been

0.1
0.3
0.4

Normalization

my
been
been

0.40
0.32
0.28

Aggregation

my
been

0.4
0.6

(s(n), t(n)
i�1)

<latexit sha1_base64="N44/1HzVGLPqDfDOhKx9WZHVfSk=">AAACAXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSN4CZYhBa0zFRBl0U3LivYC7RjyaRpG5rJDMkZoQzjxldx40IRt76FO9/G9LLQ1h8CH/85h5Pz+5HgGhzn28osLa+srmXXcxubW9s79u5eXYexoqxGQxGqpk80E1yyGnAQrBkpRgJfsIY/vB7XGw9MaR7KOxhFzAtIX/IepwSM1bEPCvo+KchieoJhCp2En7ppsWPnnZIzEV4EdwZ5NFO1Y3+1uyGNAyaBCqJ1y3Ui8BKigFPB0lw71iwidEj6rGVQkoBpL5lckOJj43RxL1TmScAT9/dEQgKtR4FvOgMCAz1fG5v/1Vox9C69hMsoBibpdFEvFhhCPI4Dd7liFMTIAKGKm79iOiCKUDCh5UwI7vzJi1Avl9yzUvn2PF+5msWRRYfoCBWQiy5QBd2gKqohih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/T1ow1m9lHf2R9/gAox5Vr</latexit>

dj = d(kj , q)
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d�
j = dj/T
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pkNN(yi) =
X

j

1yi=vj p(kj)
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Test Input Generated 
tokens  Representation Target

J'ai été dans ma propre 
chambre. I have ?

x
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Figure 1: An illustration of how the kNN distribution is computed. The datastore, which is con-
structed offline, consists of representations of training set translation contexts and corresponding
target tokens for every example in the parallel data. During generation, the query representation,
conditioned on the test input as well as previously generated tokens, is used to retrieve the k nearest
neighbors from the datastore, along with the corresponding target tokens. The distance from the
query is used to compute a distribution over the retrieved targets after applying a softmax tempera-
ture. This distribution is the final kNN distribution.

diverse domains by simply adding a domain-specific datastore—improving results by an average of
9.2 BLEU over the base model out-of-domain, and even outperforming existing models that train on
these domains. Finally, language-pair-specific datastores are used to adapt a multilingual model to
particular language pairs, with improvements of 3 BLEU for translating English into German and
Chinese. We find that retrievals from kNN-MT are typically highly contextually relevant.

2 NEAREST NEIGHBOR MACHINE TRANSLATION

kNN-MT involves augmenting the decoder of a pre-trained machine translation model with a nearest
neighbor retrieval mechanism, allowing the model direct access to a datastore of cached examples.
The translation is generated word-by-word; at each time step, we find the most similar contexts in
the datastore, and compute a distribution over the corresponding target tokens, as shown in Figure 1.
This distribution is then interpolated with the output distribution from the pre-trained MT model.

More specifically, given an input sequence of tokens in a source language s = (s1, . . . , sM1), a
neural MT model outputs a sequence of tokens t = (t1, . . . , tM2) in the target language. When
using autoregressive decoders, the output distribution for each token ti in the target sequence is
conditioned on the entire source sequence as well as the previous target tokens, p(ti|s, t1:i�1). Let
(s, t1:i�1) be the translation context and ti be the target token.

Datastore creation Our datastore is constructed offline and consists of a set of key-value pairs.
The key is a high-dimensional representation of the entire translation context computed by the MT
decoder, f(s, t1:i�1), where f represents a mapping from input to an intermediate representation
of the decoder. The value is the corresponding ground truth target token ti. For a parallel text
collection (S, T ), the representations are generated by a single forward pass over each example and
the complete datastore is defined as follows:

(K, V) = {(f(s, t1:i�1), ti), 8ti 2 t | (s, t) 2 (S, T )} (1)
Tokens from the source language are not stored directly as values in the datastore. Conditioning on
the source is implicit via the keys, and the values are only target language tokens.

Generation At test time, given a source x, the model outputs a distribution over the vocabulary
pMT (yi|x, ŷ1:i�1) for the target yi at every step of generation, where ŷ represents the generated
tokens. The model also outputs the representation f(x, ŷ1:i�1), which is used to query the datastore
for the k nearest neighbors N according to squared-L2 distance, d. In practice, the search over
billions of key-value pairs is carried out using FAISS (Johnson et al., 2017), a library for fast nearest
neighbor search in high-dimensional spaces.

The retrieved set is converted into a distribution over the vocabulary by applying a softmax with
temperature T to the negative distances and aggregating over multiple occurrences of the same vo-
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Figure 1: Overall framework. For an input sentence x in the source language, the retrieval model uses Maximum
Inner Product Search (MIPS) to find the top-M TM sentences {zi}Mi=1 in the target language. The translation
model takes {zi}Mi=1 and corresponding relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 as input and generate the translation y.

2019a,b), code generation (Hashimoto et al., 2018)
and other knowledge-intensive generation (Lewis
et al., 2020b). It can be observed that there is a
shift from using off-the-shelf search engines to
learning task-specific retrievers. Our work draws
inspiration from this line of research. However,
retrieval-guided generation has so far been mainly
investigated for knowledge retrieval in the same
language. The memory retrieval in this work is
more challenging due to the cross-lingual setting.

NMT using Monolingual Data To our knowl-
edge, the integration of monolingual data for NMT
was first investigated by Gulcehre et al. (2015), who
separately trained target-side language models us-
ing monolingual data, and then integrated them dur-
ing decoding either through re-scoring the beam, or
by feeding the hidden state of the language model
to the NMT model. Jean et al. (2015) also explored
re-ranking the NMT output with a n-gram language
model. Another successful method for leveraging
monolingual data in NMT is back-translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016; Fadaee et al., 2017; Edunov et al.,
2018; He et al., 2016), where a reverse translation
model is used to translate monolingual sentences
from the target language to the source language to
generate synthetic parallel sentences. Recent stud-
ies (Jiao et al., 2021; He et al., 2019) showed that
self-training, where the synthetic parallel sentences
are created by translating monolingual sentences
in the source language, is also helpful. Our method
is orthogonal to previous work and bears a unique
feature: it can use more monolingual data without
re-training (see §4.3).

3 Proposed Approach

We start by formalizing the translation task as a
retrieve-then-generate process in §3.1. Then in
§3.2, we describe the model design for the cross-

lingual memory retrieval model. In §3.3, we de-
scribe the model design for the memory-augmented
translation model. Lastly, we show how to optimize
the two components jointly using standard maxi-
mum likelihood training in §3.4 and therein we
address the cold-start problem via cross-alignment
pre-training.

3.1 Overview
Our approach decomposes the whole translation
processing into two steps: retrieve, then generate.
The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
The Translation Memory (TM) in our approach
is a collection of sentences in the target language
Z . Given an input x in the source language, the re-
trieval model first selects a number of possibly help-
ful sentences {zi}Mi=1 from Z , where M ⌧ |Z|, ac-
cording to a relevance function f(x, zi). Then, the
translation model conditions on both the retrieved
set {(zi, f(x, zi)}Mi=1 and the original input x to
generate the output y using a probabilistic model
p(y|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )). Note that
the relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 are also part of
the input to the translation model, encouraging the
translation model to focus more on more relevant
sentences. During training, maximizing the likeli-
hood of the translation references improves both
the translation model and the retrieval model.

3.2 Retrieval Model
The retrieval model is responsible for selecting the
most relevant sentences for a source sentence from
a large monolingual TM. This could involve mea-
suring the relevance scores between the source sen-
tence and millions of candidate target sentences,
which poses a serious computational challenge. To
address this, we implement the retrieval model us-
ing a simple dual-encoder framework (Bromley
et al., 1993) such that the selection of the most
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Figure 1: Overview of our approach. We combine a pre-trained retriever (Query Encoder + Document
Index) with a pre-trained seq2seq model (Generator) and fine-tune end-to-end. For query x, we use
Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS) to find the top-K documents zi. For final prediction y, we
treat z as a latent variable and marginalize over seq2seq predictions given different documents.

but have only explored open-domain extractive question answering. Here, we bring hybrid parametric
and non-parametric memory to the “workhorse of NLP,” i.e. sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models.

We endow pre-trained, parametric-memory generation models with a non-parametric memory through
a general-purpose fine-tuning approach which we refer to as retrieval-augmented generation (RAG).
We build RAG models where the parametric memory is a pre-trained seq2seq transformer, and the
non-parametric memory is a dense vector index of Wikipedia, accessed with a pre-trained neural
retriever. We combine these components in a probabilistic model trained end-to-end (Fig. 1). The
retriever (Dense Passage Retriever [26], henceforth DPR) provides latent documents conditioned on
the input, and the seq2seq model (BART [32]) then conditions on these latent documents together with
the input to generate the output. We marginalize the latent documents with a top-K approximation,
either on a per-output basis (assuming the same document is responsible for all tokens) or a per-token
basis (where different documents are responsible for different tokens). Like T5 [51] or BART, RAG
can be fine-tuned on any seq2seq task, whereby both the generator and retriever are jointly learned.

There has been extensive previous work proposing architectures to enrich systems with non-parametric
memory which are trained from scratch for specific tasks, e.g. memory networks [64, 55], stack-
augmented networks [25] and memory layers [30]. In contrast, we explore a setting where both
parametric and non-parametric memory components are pre-trained and pre-loaded with extensive
knowledge. Crucially, by using pre-trained access mechanisms, the ability to access knowledge is
present without additional training.

Our results highlight the benefits of combining parametric and non-parametric memory with genera-
tion for knowledge-intensive tasks—tasks that humans could not reasonably be expected to perform
without access to an external knowledge source. Our RAG models achieve state-of-the-art results
on open Natural Questions [29], WebQuestions [3] and CuratedTrec [2] and strongly outperform
recent approaches that use specialised pre-training objectives on TriviaQA [24]. Despite these being
extractive tasks, we find that unconstrained generation outperforms previous extractive approaches.
For knowledge-intensive generation, we experiment with MS-MARCO [1] and Jeopardy question
generation, and we find that our models generate responses that are more factual, specific, and
diverse than a BART baseline. For FEVER [56] fact verification, we achieve results within 4.3% of
state-of-the-art pipeline models which use strong retrieval supervision. Finally, we demonstrate that
the non-parametric memory can be replaced to update the models’ knowledge as the world changes.1

2 Methods

We explore RAG models, which use the input sequence x to retrieve text documents z and use them
as additional context when generating the target sequence y. As shown in Figure 1, our models
leverage two components: (i) a retriever p⌘(z|x) with parameters ⌘ that returns (top-K truncated)
distributions over text passages given a query x and (ii) a generator p✓(yi|x, z, y1:i�1) parametrized

1Code to run experiments with RAG has been open-sourced as part of the HuggingFace Transform-
ers Library [66] and can be found at https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/blob/master/
examples/rag/. An interactive demo of RAG models can be found at https://huggingface.co/rag/
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2 BACKGROUND

Open-domain Question Answering While Question-Answering datasets originally focused on
extracting the answer from a given passage (a.k.a. reading comprehension), recent work has made
the task more challenging by not supplying a gold passage but instead expecting the model to con-
duct open-domain QA directly over a large document collection. The first neural system for an-
swering open-domain factoid questions was Dr. QA (Chen et al., 2017), which used an off-the-shelf
retriever (e.g., TF-IDF, BM25) to retrieve relevant passages and a separately trained reader to extract
the answer span. The advent of efficient nearest-neighbour search algorithms (Jegou et al., 2010;
Johnson et al., 2017) opened up the possibility of encoding the query and the passage collection into
a vector space and finding the relevant passage as nearest neighbors to the query embedding. Sub-
sequent work trained neural retrievers in various ways such as: pretraining with the inverse cloze
task then weakly supervising using span matches (Lee et al., 2019), using gold passages with in-
batch negatives (Karpukhin et al., 2020), and retrieval-guided supervision with span-based positives
(Khattab et al., 2021).

Open-ended Generation Natural language generation tasks involve generating a sequence of to-
kens (maybe, word-pieces), often contextualized on some input (another sequence of tokens for
sequence-to-sequence tasks, an image for an image captioning task). However, they differ in how
open-ended they can be. Some tasks such as factoid question-answering having a single correct short
answer are less open-ended than free-form long answers. For example, in informative dialogue the
speakers can lead the conversation in many different directions (Dinan et al., 2019), also referred to
as one-to-many generation. Thus it is more open ended, or, equivalently, it has a higher entropy than
say machine translation Bojar et al. (2014) which has few correct translations that are very similar
to each other. Many more generation tasks such as summarization (Narayan et al., 2018) and story
generation (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) lie on this spectrum.

Retrieval for Language Modeling To improve the perplexity of a pre-trained language model,
Khandelwal et al. (2020) retrieve similar contexts from the training set at each time-step and increase
the likelihood of tokens that were predicted in similar contexts. Guu et al. (2020) instead pre-
train a retrieval-augmented masked language model using salient-span masking and fine-tune it on
downstream QA tasks. Under the paradigm of retrieval-augmented generation, for input x and output
y, Lewis et al. (2020) retrieve top-k passages (z) from a corpus with a retriever and jointly train the
generator (P✓) and the retriever (P⌘) by maximizing the likelihood of the output marginalized over
the top-k documents, which we refer to as the MARGINALIZEDLOSS:

P (y|x) =
X

z2top-k(P⌘(.|x))

P⌘(z|x)P✓(y|x, z) (1)

Here P✓(y|x, z) has two roles: supervision, i.e. providing label-relevance by scoring label-relevant
passages higher than other passages and grounding, i.e. maximizing the probability of the target out-
put given context-relevant passages. For one-to-many datasets, where few context-relevant passages
are label-relevant, the two roles are at odds with each other. By increasing label-relevance signal the
generator reduces the ability to ground in passages that are context-relevant but not label-relevant.
By increasing grounding in all context-relevant passages it reduces the label-relevance signal. In
the next section, we describe our method we separates these two concerns, leading to improved
performance.

3 TRAINING WITH HINDSIGHT

To precisely identify label-relevant passages, we propose explicitly modeling the posterior distribu-
tion: Q(z|x, y) with a learned neural model. Unlike the retriever, the label-posterior model has ac-
cess to the target output and in hindsight can differentiate label-relevant from other context-relevant
passages. We learn the label-posterior jointly with the retriever and the generator by maximizing the
evidence lower bound, ELBOLOSS, as given by the formula:

logP (y|x) � Ez⇠Q(.|x,y)[logP✓(y|x, z)]�DKL(Q|P⌘) (2)

For an intuitive understanding we look at the two terms separately. The first term is an expectation
of the generator’s log-likelihood P✓ over the label-posterior Q. This ensures that the generator need
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x
<latexit sha1_base64="sS/1Y4RUFRdYgUjEZXi7AEhWI1A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zeM8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sS/1Y4RUFRdYgUjEZXi7AEhWI1A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zeM8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sS/1Y4RUFRdYgUjEZXi7AEhWI1A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zeM8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sS/1Y4RUFRdYgUjEZXi7AEhWI1A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zeM8g==</latexit>

z1
<latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZEpnowZ8amKDNbZ155/VPgr2x2Q=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq45u3QSL4KrMuNGl4MZlBfsD7VAy6Z02NMkMSUaoQ1/BjQtFfCp3vo2ZtgttPRD4OCch9544E9zYIPj2KlvbO7t71f3aQf3w6Ng/qXdMmmuGbZaKVPdialBwhW3LrcBeppHKWGA3nt6VefcJteGperSzDCNJx4onnFFbWs/DkAz9RtAMFiKbEK6gASu1hv7XYJSyXKKyTFBj+mGQ2aig2nImcF4b5AYzyqZ0jH2Hiko0UbGYdU4unDMiSardUZYs3N8vCiqNmcnY3ZTUTsx6Vpr/Zf3cJjdRwVWWW1Rs+VGSC2JTUi5ORlwjs2LmgDLN3ayETaimzLp6aq6EcH3lTehcNcOgGT4EUIUzOIdLCOEabuEeWtAGBhN4gTd496T36n0s66p4q95O4Y+8zx9IIox2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NnnwYKf3F+Xdp2zI09SGUPP/FLQ=">AAAB4HicdZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcDVMRKjdCW5cVrCt0A4lk2ba0CQzJBmhDn0FNy4U8anc+TZmphVU9EDg45yE3HuiVHBjg+DDq6ytb2xuVbdrO/Xdvf3GQb1nkkxT1qWJSPRdRAwTXLGu5Vawu1QzIiPB+tHsqsj790wbnqhbO09ZKMlE8ZhTYgvrYYTRqNEM/HYptITW+QraGGE/KNWElTqjxvtwnNBMMmWpIMYMcJDaMCfacirYojbMDEsJnZEJGzhURDIT5uWsC3TinDGKE+2Osqh0v7/IiTRmLiN3UxI7Nb+zwvwrG2Q2vghzrtLMMkWXH8WZQDZBxeJozDWjVswdEKq5mxXRKdGEWldPzZXwtSn6H3pnPg58fBNAFY7gGE4BQwsu4Ro60AUKU3iEZ3jxpPfkvS7rqnir3g7hh7y3TxcLjQk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pxWeoakb8SGlQdwK/WQLLPFcbS0=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0ikUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaopX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmhQln2njeh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC2VXm9+6o0iyWt2ae0EDgiWQRI9hk0v3IR6NqzXObOdCKNOoFafrId70cNSjQHlXfh+OYpIJKQzjWeuB7iQkWWBlGOF1WhqmmCSYzPKEDSyUWVAeL/NYlOrPKGEWxsiUNytXvEwsstJ6L0HYKbKb6t5eJf3mD1ESXwYLJJDVUktWiKOXIxCh7HI2ZosTwuSWYKGZvRWSKFSbGxlOxIXx9iv4n3QvX91z/xqu16kUcZTiBUzgHHxrQgmtoQwcITOEBnuDZEc6j8+K8rlpLTjFzDD/gvH0CNPKOTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IouL1ffyMKGk2qAqja85a+s682o=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUHsrePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kaooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQRVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjuh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHPR0litAuiXikBgHWlDNJu4YZTgexolgEnPaD+VXm9++o0iySt2YRU1/gqWQhI9hk0v3YQ+Nqza23cqAVaTYK0vKQV3dz1KBAZ1x9H00ikggqDeFY66HnxsZPsTKMcLqsjBJNY0zmeEqHlkosqPbT/NYlOrPKBIWRsiUNytXvEykWWi9EYDsFNjP928vEv7xhYsJLP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeRxOmKDF8YQkmitlbEZlhhYmx8VRsCF+fov9J76LuuXXvplFrN4o4ynACp3AOHjShDdfQgS4QmMEDPMGzI5xH58V5XbWWnGLmGH7AefsENjKOUQ==</latexit>

z2
<latexit sha1_base64="ZxC8/AWqbjhHToNLRSihMoEhMcw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6LHgxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GG/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIb67rfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjC9zf3uI2rDI/VgZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeehvXysFJ1a+4CZJ14BalCgdaw8jUYRSyRqCwT1Ji+58bWT6m2nAmclweJwZiyKR1jP6OKSjR+urh1Ti4zZUTCSGelLFmovydSKo2ZySDrlNROzKqXi/95/cSGN37KVZxYVGy5KEwEsRHJHycjrpFZMcsIZZpntxI2oZoym8WTh+CtvrxOOvWa59a8+0a12SjiKME5XMAVeHANTbiDFrSBwQSe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7J1wylmzuAPnM8fQSWNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZxC8/AWqbjhHToNLRSihMoEhMcw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6LHgxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GG/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIb67rfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjC9zf3uI2rDI/VgZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeehvXysFJ1a+4CZJ14BalCgdaw8jUYRSyRqCwT1Ji+58bWT6m2nAmclweJwZiyKR1jP6OKSjR+urh1Ti4zZUTCSGelLFmovydSKo2ZySDrlNROzKqXi/95/cSGN37KVZxYVGy5KEwEsRHJHycjrpFZMcsIZZpntxI2oZoym8WTh+CtvrxOOvWa59a8+0a12SjiKME5XMAVeHANTbiDFrSBwQSe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7J1wylmzuAPnM8fQSWNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZxC8/AWqbjhHToNLRSihMoEhMcw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6LHgxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GG/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIb67rfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjC9zf3uI2rDI/VgZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeehvXysFJ1a+4CZJ14BalCgdaw8jUYRSyRqCwT1Ji+58bWT6m2nAmclweJwZiyKR1jP6OKSjR+urh1Ti4zZUTCSGelLFmovydSKo2ZySDrlNROzKqXi/95/cSGN37KVZxYVGy5KEwEsRHJHycjrpFZMcsIZZpntxI2oZoym8WTh+CtvrxOOvWa59a8+0a12SjiKME5XMAVeHANTbiDFrSBwQSe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7J1wylmzuAPnM8fQSWNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZxC8/AWqbjhHToNLRSihMoEhMcw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6LHgxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GG/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIb67rfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjC9zf3uI2rDI/VgZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeehvXysFJ1a+4CZJ14BalCgdaw8jUYRSyRqCwT1Ji+58bWT6m2nAmclweJwZiyKR1jP6OKSjR+urh1Ti4zZUTCSGelLFmovydSKo2ZySDrlNROzKqXi/95/cSGN37KVZxYVGy5KEwEsRHJHycjrpFZMcsIZZpntxI2oZoym8WTh+CtvrxOOvWa59a8+0a12SjiKME5XMAVeHANTbiDFrSBwQSe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7J1wylmzuAPnM8fQSWNqQ==</latexit>

z3
<latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5RFsJbvamJS6W+h5cjCD+EyNUGI=">AAAB4HicbZDNTgIxFIXv4B8iKrp100hMXJEZXejSxI1LTARMYEI65Q40tJ1Je8cECa/gxoXG+FTufBtngIWCJ2ny5Zw2vfdEqZKOfP/bK21sbm3vlHcre9X9g8PaUbXtkswKbIlEJfYx4g6VNNgiSQofU4tcRwo70fi2yDtPaJ1MzANNUgw1HxoZS8GpsJ77l5V+re43/LnYOgRLqMNSzX7tqzdIRKbRkFDcuW7gpxROuSUpFM4qvcxhysWYD7Gbo+EaXTidzzpjZ7kzYHFi82OIzd3fL6ZcOzfRUX5Tcxq51aww/8u6GcXX4VSaNCM0YvFRnClGCSsWZwNpUZCa5MCFlfmsTIy45YLyeooSgtWV16F90Qj8RnDvQxlO4BTOIYAruIE7aEILBIzgBd7g3dPeq/exqKvkLXs7hj/yPn8AKrCMYg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5RFsJbvamJS6W+h5cjCD+EyNUGI=">AAAB4HicbZDNTgIxFIXv4B8iKrp100hMXJEZXejSxI1LTARMYEI65Q40tJ1Je8cECa/gxoXG+FTufBtngIWCJ2ny5Zw2vfdEqZKOfP/bK21sbm3vlHcre9X9g8PaUbXtkswKbIlEJfYx4g6VNNgiSQofU4tcRwo70fi2yDtPaJ1MzANNUgw1HxoZS8GpsJ77l5V+re43/LnYOgRLqMNSzX7tqzdIRKbRkFDcuW7gpxROuSUpFM4qvcxhysWYD7Gbo+EaXTidzzpjZ7kzYHFi82OIzd3fL6ZcOzfRUX5Tcxq51aww/8u6GcXX4VSaNCM0YvFRnClGCSsWZwNpUZCa5MCFlfmsTIy45YLyeooSgtWV16F90Qj8RnDvQxlO4BTOIYAruIE7aEILBIzgBd7g3dPeq/exqKvkLXs7hj/yPn8AKrCMYg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLhB1pxj2kBo9KWGL9V6Ze+qkV4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J0IN/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53HrmxItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NLisDKo1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YcQSxTUySa3teW6MfkoNCib5rNJPLI8pm9AR72VUU8Wtn85vnZGzTBmSMDJZaSRz9fdESpW1UxVknYri2C57ufif10swvPFToeMEuWaLRWEiCUYkf5wMheEM5TQjlBmR3UrYmBrKMIsnD8FbfnmVtC/qnlv37t1a46qIowwncArn4ME1NOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/QWqNpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6yvhEKyJR6LoCeP5tbWS47513DA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBD/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GlyVB5WqW3PnIKvEK0gVCjQHla/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDdGP6UGBZN8Vu4nlseUTeiI9zKqqeLWT+e3zsh5pgxJGJmsNJK5+nsipcraqQqyTkVxbJe9XPzP6yUY3vip0HGCXLPFojCRBCOSP06GwnCGcpoRyozIbiVsTA1lmMWTh+Atv7xK2pc1z6159/Vqo17EUYJTOIML8OAaGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/QqqNqg==</latexit>

z4
<latexit sha1_base64="38ds1CFxd0uzh9IKfH/9H5anOuU=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQa+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WB6m/vdR9SGR+rBzmL0JR0rHnJGbS49DRuVYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilgiUVkmqDF9z42tn1JtORM4rwwSgzFlUzrGfkYVlWj8dHHrnFxkyoiEkc5KWbJQf0+kVBozk0HWKamdmFUvF//z+okNb/yUqzixqNhyUZgIYiOSP05GXCOzYpYRyjTPbiVsQjVlNosnD8FbfXmddK7qnlv37hu1ZqOIowxncA6X4ME1NOEOWtAGBhN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/RC+Nqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="38ds1CFxd0uzh9IKfH/9H5anOuU=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQa+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WB6m/vdR9SGR+rBzmL0JR0rHnJGbS49DRuVYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilgiUVkmqDF9z42tn1JtORM4rwwSgzFlUzrGfkYVlWj8dHHrnFxkyoiEkc5KWbJQf0+kVBozk0HWKamdmFUvF//z+okNb/yUqzixqNhyUZgIYiOSP05GXCOzYpYRyjTPbiVsQjVlNosnD8FbfXmddK7qnlv37hu1ZqOIowxncA6X4ME1NOEOWtAGBhN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/RC+Nqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="38ds1CFxd0uzh9IKfH/9H5anOuU=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQa+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WB6m/vdR9SGR+rBzmL0JR0rHnJGbS49DRuVYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilgiUVkmqDF9z42tn1JtORM4rwwSgzFlUzrGfkYVlWj8dHHrnFxkyoiEkc5KWbJQf0+kVBozk0HWKamdmFUvF//z+okNb/yUqzixqNhyUZgIYiOSP05GXCOzYpYRyjTPbiVsQjVlNosnD8FbfXmddK7qnlv37hu1ZqOIowxncA6X4ME1NOEOWtAGBhN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/RC+Nqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="38ds1CFxd0uzh9IKfH/9H5anOuU=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQa+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WB6m/vdR9SGR+rBzmL0JR0rHnJGbS49DRuVYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilgiUVkmqDF9z42tn1JtORM4rwwSgzFlUzrGfkYVlWj8dHHrnFxkyoiEkc5KWbJQf0+kVBozk0HWKamdmFUvF//z+okNb/yUqzixqNhyUZgIYiOSP05GXCOzYpYRyjTPbiVsQjVlNosnD8FbfXmddK7qnlv37hu1ZqOIowxncA6X4ME1NOEOWtAGBhN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/RC+Nqw==</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="sS/1Y4RUFRdYgUjEZXi7AEhWI1A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zeM8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sS/1Y4RUFRdYgUjEZXi7AEhWI1A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zeM8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sS/1Y4RUFRdYgUjEZXi7AEhWI1A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zeM8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sS/1Y4RUFRdYgUjEZXi7AEhWI1A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zeM8g==</latexit>

x
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<latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit>

p�(zk|x)
<latexit sha1_base64="7VgjdIrPH8ovuKq8+zXHnYeY32w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gjWGz3bRLN5uwu1Fr7P/w4kERr/4Xb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW372yqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtooSSWiLRDySXR8rypmgLc00p91YUhz6nHb88WXmd+6oVCwSN3oSUzfEQ8ECRrA20m3s9ZsjVn30xk8PpyWvXLFr9gxomTg5qUCOplf+6g8ikoRUaMKxUj3HjrWbYqkZ4XRa6ieKxpiM8ZD2DBU4pMpNZ1dP0YlRBiiIpCmh0Uz9PZHiUKlJ6JvOEOuRWvQy8T+vl+jgwk2ZiBNNBZkvChKOdISyCNCASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTVBZCM7iy8ukfVZz7JpzXa806nkcRTiCY6iCA+fQgCtoQgsISHiGV3iz7q0X6936mLcWrHzmEP7A+vwBkQaR1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7VgjdIrPH8ovuKq8+zXHnYeY32w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gjWGz3bRLN5uwu1Fr7P/w4kERr/4Xb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW372yqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtooSSWiLRDySXR8rypmgLc00p91YUhz6nHb88WXmd+6oVCwSN3oSUzfEQ8ECRrA20m3s9ZsjVn30xk8PpyWvXLFr9gxomTg5qUCOplf+6g8ikoRUaMKxUj3HjrWbYqkZ4XRa6ieKxpiM8ZD2DBU4pMpNZ1dP0YlRBiiIpCmh0Uz9PZHiUKlJ6JvOEOuRWvQy8T+vl+jgwk2ZiBNNBZkvChKOdISyCNCASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTVBZCM7iy8ukfVZz7JpzXa806nkcRTiCY6iCA+fQgCtoQgsISHiGV3iz7q0X6936mLcWrHzmEP7A+vwBkQaR1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7VgjdIrPH8ovuKq8+zXHnYeY32w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gjWGz3bRLN5uwu1Fr7P/w4kERr/4Xb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW372yqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtooSSWiLRDySXR8rypmgLc00p91YUhz6nHb88WXmd+6oVCwSN3oSUzfEQ8ECRrA20m3s9ZsjVn30xk8PpyWvXLFr9gxomTg5qUCOplf+6g8ikoRUaMKxUj3HjrWbYqkZ4XRa6ieKxpiM8ZD2DBU4pMpNZ1dP0YlRBiiIpCmh0Uz9PZHiUKlJ6JvOEOuRWvQy8T+vl+jgwk2ZiBNNBZkvChKOdISyCNCASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTVBZCM7iy8ukfVZz7JpzXa806nkcRTiCY6iCA+fQgCtoQgsISHiGV3iz7q0X6936mLcWrHzmEP7A+vwBkQaR1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7VgjdIrPH8ovuKq8+zXHnYeY32w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gjWGz3bRLN5uwu1Fr7P/w4kERr/4Xb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW372yqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtooSSWiLRDySXR8rypmgLc00p91YUhz6nHb88WXmd+6oVCwSN3oSUzfEQ8ECRrA20m3s9ZsjVn30xk8PpyWvXLFr9gxomTg5qUCOplf+6g8ikoRUaMKxUj3HjrWbYqkZ4XRa6ieKxpiM8ZD2DBU4pMpNZ1dP0YlRBiiIpCmh0Uz9PZHiUKlJ6JvOEOuRWvQy8T+vl+jgwk2ZiBNNBZkvChKOdISyCNCASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTVBZCM7iy8ukfVZz7JpzXa806nkcRTiCY6iCA+fQgCtoQgsISHiGV3iz7q0X6936mLcWrHzmEP7A+vwBkQaR1w==</latexit>

p⇥(y|zk, x)
<latexit sha1_base64="Y6yW+v442f5wsNsKalInvmdw/kc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vaJduBotQQUoiBV0W3Lis0Be0IUymk3boZBJmJmKM9VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vv8WNGpbLtb6O0tr6xuVXeNnd29/YPrMOjrowSgUkHRywSfR9JwignHUUVI/1YEBT6jPT86XXu9+6IkDTibZXGxA3RmNOAYqS05FmV2Bu2J0ShWvr44E3P789M07Oqdt2eA64SpyBVUKDlWV/DUYSTkHCFGZJy4NixcjMkFMWMzMxhIkmM8BSNyUBTjkIi3Wx+/AyeamUEg0jo4grO1d8TGQqlTENfd4ZITeSyl4v/eYNEBVduRnmcKMLxYlGQMKgimCcBR1QQrFiqCcKC6lshniCBsNJ55SE4yy+vku5F3bHrzm2j2mwUcZTBMTgBNeCAS9AEN6AFOgCDFDyDV/BmPBkvxrvxsWgtGcVMBfyB8fkDLXCTvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6yW+v442f5wsNsKalInvmdw/kc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vaJduBotQQUoiBV0W3Lis0Be0IUymk3boZBJmJmKM9VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vv8WNGpbLtb6O0tr6xuVXeNnd29/YPrMOjrowSgUkHRywSfR9JwignHUUVI/1YEBT6jPT86XXu9+6IkDTibZXGxA3RmNOAYqS05FmV2Bu2J0ShWvr44E3P789M07Oqdt2eA64SpyBVUKDlWV/DUYSTkHCFGZJy4NixcjMkFMWMzMxhIkmM8BSNyUBTjkIi3Wx+/AyeamUEg0jo4grO1d8TGQqlTENfd4ZITeSyl4v/eYNEBVduRnmcKMLxYlGQMKgimCcBR1QQrFiqCcKC6lshniCBsNJ55SE4yy+vku5F3bHrzm2j2mwUcZTBMTgBNeCAS9AEN6AFOgCDFDyDV/BmPBkvxrvxsWgtGcVMBfyB8fkDLXCTvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6yW+v442f5wsNsKalInvmdw/kc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vaJduBotQQUoiBV0W3Lis0Be0IUymk3boZBJmJmKM9VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vv8WNGpbLtb6O0tr6xuVXeNnd29/YPrMOjrowSgUkHRywSfR9JwignHUUVI/1YEBT6jPT86XXu9+6IkDTibZXGxA3RmNOAYqS05FmV2Bu2J0ShWvr44E3P789M07Oqdt2eA64SpyBVUKDlWV/DUYSTkHCFGZJy4NixcjMkFMWMzMxhIkmM8BSNyUBTjkIi3Wx+/AyeamUEg0jo4grO1d8TGQqlTENfd4ZITeSyl4v/eYNEBVduRnmcKMLxYlGQMKgimCcBR1QQrFiqCcKC6lshniCBsNJ55SE4yy+vku5F3bHrzm2j2mwUcZTBMTgBNeCAS9AEN6AFOgCDFDyDV/BmPBkvxrvxsWgtGcVMBfyB8fkDLXCTvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6yW+v442f5wsNsKalInvmdw/kc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vaJduBotQQUoiBV0W3Lis0Be0IUymk3boZBJmJmKM9VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vv8WNGpbLtb6O0tr6xuVXeNnd29/YPrMOjrowSgUkHRywSfR9JwignHUUVI/1YEBT6jPT86XXu9+6IkDTibZXGxA3RmNOAYqS05FmV2Bu2J0ShWvr44E3P789M07Oqdt2eA64SpyBVUKDlWV/DUYSTkHCFGZJy4NixcjMkFMWMzMxhIkmM8BSNyUBTjkIi3Wx+/AyeamUEg0jo4grO1d8TGQqlTENfd4ZITeSyl4v/eYNEBVduRnmcKMLxYlGQMKgimCcBR1QQrFiqCcKC6lshniCBsNJ55SE4yy+vku5F3bHrzm2j2mwUcZTBMTgBNeCAS9AEN6AFOgCDFDyDV/BmPBkvxrvxsWgtGcVMBfyB8fkDLXCTvg==</latexit>

p(y|x)
<latexit sha1_base64="u+yMRfpkCl5VqnyMLWmElQY6a/U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5u4uxFD7J/w4kERr/4db/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW37Z3dvf2DyuFRR0WJJLRNIh7Jno8V5UzQtmaa014sKQ59Trv+9Dr3uw9UKhaJO53G1AvxWLCAEayN1Itr6dPjuW0PK1Wn7syBVolbkCoUaA0rX4NRRJKQCk04VqrvOrH2Miw1I5zO7EGiaIzJFI9p31CBQ6q8bH7vDJ0ZZYSCSJoSGs3V3xMZDpVKQ990hlhP1LKXi/95/UQHV17GRJxoKshiUZBwpCOUP49GTFKieWoIJpKZWxGZYImJNhHlIbjLL6+SzkXdderubaPabBRxlOEETqEGLlxCE26gBW0gwOEZXuHNurderHfrY9FasoqZY/gD6/MHpN6O/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u+yMRfpkCl5VqnyMLWmElQY6a/U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5u4uxFD7J/w4kERr/4db/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW37Z3dvf2DyuFRR0WJJLRNIh7Jno8V5UzQtmaa014sKQ59Trv+9Dr3uw9UKhaJO53G1AvxWLCAEayN1Itr6dPjuW0PK1Wn7syBVolbkCoUaA0rX4NRRJKQCk04VqrvOrH2Miw1I5zO7EGiaIzJFI9p31CBQ6q8bH7vDJ0ZZYSCSJoSGs3V3xMZDpVKQ990hlhP1LKXi/95/UQHV17GRJxoKshiUZBwpCOUP49GTFKieWoIJpKZWxGZYImJNhHlIbjLL6+SzkXdderubaPabBRxlOEETqEGLlxCE26gBW0gwOEZXuHNurderHfrY9FasoqZY/gD6/MHpN6O/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u+yMRfpkCl5VqnyMLWmElQY6a/U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5u4uxFD7J/w4kERr/4db/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW37Z3dvf2DyuFRR0WJJLRNIh7Jno8V5UzQtmaa014sKQ59Trv+9Dr3uw9UKhaJO53G1AvxWLCAEayN1Itr6dPjuW0PK1Wn7syBVolbkCoUaA0rX4NRRJKQCk04VqrvOrH2Miw1I5zO7EGiaIzJFI9p31CBQ6q8bH7vDJ0ZZYSCSJoSGs3V3xMZDpVKQ990hlhP1LKXi/95/UQHV17GRJxoKshiUZBwpCOUP49GTFKieWoIJpKZWxGZYImJNhHlIbjLL6+SzkXdderubaPabBRxlOEETqEGLlxCE26gBW0gwOEZXuHNurderHfrY9FasoqZY/gD6/MHpN6O/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u+yMRfpkCl5VqnyMLWmElQY6a/U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5u4uxFD7J/w4kERr/4db/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW37Z3dvf2DyuFRR0WJJLRNIh7Jno8V5UzQtmaa014sKQ59Trv+9Dr3uw9UKhaJO53G1AvxWLCAEayN1Itr6dPjuW0PK1Wn7syBVolbkCoUaA0rX4NRRJKQCk04VqrvOrH2Miw1I5zO7EGiaIzJFI9p31CBQ6q8bH7vDJ0ZZYSCSJoSGs3V3xMZDpVKQ990hlhP1LKXi/95/UQHV17GRJxoKshiUZBwpCOUP49GTFKieWoIJpKZWxGZYImJNhHlIbjLL6+SzkXdderubaPabBRxlOEETqEGLlxCE26gBW0gwOEZXuHNurderHfrY9FasoqZY/gD6/MHpN6O/g==</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="IIl6EmRCd7N/ufLvBTdNfnkcsm8=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQhKapt0V3Lis0Be0oUymk3boZBJnJkIJ/Qk3LhRx6++482+ctBVU9MCFwzn3cu89YcqoVLb9YWxsbm3v7Jb2zP2Dw6Pj8slpVyaZwKSDE5aIfogkYZSTjqKKkX4qCIpDRnrh7Lrwe/dESJrwtpqnJIjRhNOIYqS01B+2p0Qh0xyVK7bV8HzX86Bt+Z7rub4mNadm1xvQsewlKmCN1qj8PhwnOIsJV5ghKQeOnaogR0JRzMjCHGaSpAjP0IQMNOUoJjLIl/cu4KVWxjBKhC6u4FL9PpGjWMp5HOrOGKmp/O0V4l/eIFNRPcgpTzNFOF4tijIGVQKL5+GYCoIVm2uCsKD6VoinSCCsdERFCF+fwv9J17Uc23Juq5VmdR1HCZyDC3AFHOCDJrgBLdABGDDwAJ7As3FnPBovxuuqdcNYz5yBHzDePgFfe499</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IIl6EmRCd7N/ufLvBTdNfnkcsm8=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQhKapt0V3Lis0Be0oUymk3boZBJnJkIJ/Qk3LhRx6++482+ctBVU9MCFwzn3cu89YcqoVLb9YWxsbm3v7Jb2zP2Dw6Pj8slpVyaZwKSDE5aIfogkYZSTjqKKkX4qCIpDRnrh7Lrwe/dESJrwtpqnJIjRhNOIYqS01B+2p0Qh0xyVK7bV8HzX86Bt+Z7rub4mNadm1xvQsewlKmCN1qj8PhwnOIsJV5ghKQeOnaogR0JRzMjCHGaSpAjP0IQMNOUoJjLIl/cu4KVWxjBKhC6u4FL9PpGjWMp5HOrOGKmp/O0V4l/eIFNRPcgpTzNFOF4tijIGVQKL5+GYCoIVm2uCsKD6VoinSCCsdERFCF+fwv9J17Uc23Juq5VmdR1HCZyDC3AFHOCDJrgBLdABGDDwAJ7As3FnPBovxuuqdcNYz5yBHzDePgFfe499</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IIl6EmRCd7N/ufLvBTdNfnkcsm8=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQhKapt0V3Lis0Be0oUymk3boZBJnJkIJ/Qk3LhRx6++482+ctBVU9MCFwzn3cu89YcqoVLb9YWxsbm3v7Jb2zP2Dw6Pj8slpVyaZwKSDE5aIfogkYZSTjqKKkX4qCIpDRnrh7Lrwe/dESJrwtpqnJIjRhNOIYqS01B+2p0Qh0xyVK7bV8HzX86Bt+Z7rub4mNadm1xvQsewlKmCN1qj8PhwnOIsJV5ghKQeOnaogR0JRzMjCHGaSpAjP0IQMNOUoJjLIl/cu4KVWxjBKhC6u4FL9PpGjWMp5HOrOGKmp/O0V4l/eIFNRPcgpTzNFOF4tijIGVQKL5+GYCoIVm2uCsKD6VoinSCCsdERFCF+fwv9J17Uc23Juq5VmdR1HCZyDC3AFHOCDJrgBLdABGDDwAJ7As3FnPBovxuuqdcNYz5yBHzDePgFfe499</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IIl6EmRCd7N/ufLvBTdNfnkcsm8=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQhKapt0V3Lis0Be0oUymk3boZBJnJkIJ/Qk3LhRx6++482+ctBVU9MCFwzn3cu89YcqoVLb9YWxsbm3v7Jb2zP2Dw6Pj8slpVyaZwKSDE5aIfogkYZSTjqKKkX4qCIpDRnrh7Lrwe/dESJrwtpqnJIjRhNOIYqS01B+2p0Qh0xyVK7bV8HzX86Bt+Z7rub4mNadm1xvQsewlKmCN1qj8PhwnOIsJV5ghKQeOnaogR0JRzMjCHGaSpAjP0IQMNOUoJjLIl/cu4KVWxjBKhC6u4FL9PpGjWMp5HOrOGKmp/O0V4l/eIFNRPcgpTzNFOF4tijIGVQKL5+GYCoIVm2uCsKD6VoinSCCsdERFCF+fwv9J17Uc23Juq5VmdR1HCZyDC3AFHOCDJrgBLdABGDDwAJ7As3FnPBovxuuqdcNYz5yBHzDePgFfe499</latexit>
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Figure 1: An overview of the RetGen framework. A source context query x and documents from a reference database Z are
first mapped to a joint embedding space via different encoders. A Maximum Inner Product Search is performed to retrieve
top-K relevant documents (K = 4 in this figure) with their probability score p(zk|x). The retrieved documents are separately
concatenated with query x and target upcoming text y and passed through a grounded text generator, to compute the document-
dependent likelihood p(y|zk, x). The final objective p(y|x) given by (2) is optimized to update the retriever parameters � and
generator parameters ⇥.

likelihood of y given x and Z. Formally, it optimizes

p(y|x;Z) =
X

z2Z

p(y|x, z)p(z|x), (1)

In practice, Z often contains millions of documents, render-
ing enumeration over z impossible. Instead, we leverage a
dense document retriever r�(·) to dramatically narrow down
the search to a handful relevant documents, where � denotes
the retriever parameters. r� takes Z and x as input and yields
relevance scores {s1, · · · , sK} of the top-K (K is a hyper-
parameter) documents Z̃ = {z(1), · · · , z(K)}.

We further denote the knowledge-grounded text generator
as g⇥(·), where ⇥ denotes the generator parameters. This
generator module uses x and a single document z as input to
produce a probability score for a given reference target y, i.e.,
g⇥(y|x, z) = p(y|x, z). The loss can be approximated as:

L(⇥, �) = � log
KX

k=1

p⇥(y|x, z(k))p�(z(k)|x), (2)

where p(z(k)|x) = exp(sk)/
PK

i=1 exp(si) is the normal-
ized probability (with relevance scores s as logits), and
Z̃ = {z(1), · · · , z(K)} are retrieved from r�(Z, x). An
overview of the model is presented in Figure 1.

Document Retriever
For the dense document retriever corresponding to p�(·) in
(2), we leverage a model similar to that of (Karpukhin et al.
2020; Xiong et al. 2020) to achieve efficient document re-
trieval with sub-linear time. The documents Z and context
queries x are mapped into the same dense embedding space.
The relevance score s(x, z) is computed as the vector inner
product between document embedding hz = fz(z) and query
embedding hx = fx(x), i.e., s(x, z) = hT

x hz , where fz(·)
and fx(·) represent learnable encoding networks for docu-
ment and query respectively. p(z(k)|x) in (2) is finally given
by softmax(k)(s(x, Z̃)).

To achieve sub-linear searching time, Maximum Inner
Product Search (MIPS) (Shrivastava and Li 2014) is em-
ployed. The document embedding vectors are pre-computed
and indexed using Locality Sensitivity Hashing (LSH) (Datar
et al. 2004), so that the query vector can be hashed to a clus-
ter of relatively relevant documents. This search strategy is
approximate. However it yields good empirical search results
when the document set is large. In practice, we use ANCE
(Xiong et al. 2020) to initialize the retriever.

Knowledge-Grounded Text Generator
For the knowledge-grounded text generator (GTG) corre-
sponding to p⇥(·) in (2), we employ a transformer-based
architecture akin to GPT-2 (Radford et al. 2019). The GTG
takes one document z and one context query x as the input,
and the following text y as the target reference. Specifically,
the z and x are first concatenated by a special separator token.
The training objective follows a standard language model
(LM) loss (Radford et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2020):

p⇥(y|x, z) =

|y|Y

t=0

p(yt|x, z, y0:t�1), (3)

where yt is the t-th token in y. yi:j denotes {yi, · · · , yj} and
| · | denotes the cardinality. As opposed to GPT-2, we assign
different token type embeddings to the tokens in z and x to
help the model identify document and context.

We also employ a distinctive design for the position em-
bedding. The document position id starts with M (M = 400
in our experiment 1) while the context position id starts with
0. The intent is to maximally separate z and x, thus reducing
the chance that the model will be exposed to hints that z is
part of the preceding context.2 We found this facilitates the

1we only select instances with context/response tokens 
256/128. Thus the maximum number of tokens is around 400.

2GTGs are initialized from GPT-2/DialoGPT, which were
trained to recognize tokens with continuous position id as coherent
text.

model in differentiating the document and the context, and in
applying different strategies specific to each.

Joint Training
During the training time, ⇥ can be directly optimized from
(2). We optimize the objective in (2) with respect to � by an
estimation resembles the Actor-Critic (AC),

r�p(y|x) =
X

z

p(y|z, x)r�p(z|x)

=
X

z

[p(y|z, x) � C]p(z|x)r� log p(z|x) (4)

where the C is a constant baseline. The last step is be-
cause

P
z r�p(z|x) log p(z|x) = r�

P
z p(z|x) = 0. C is

commonly referred as a “control variate” (Williams 1992;
Nelson 1990) and used to reduce the variance in Monte
Carlo estimation as in (4). The p(y|z, x) can be viewed
as the “return” in the Actor-Critic algorithm. Document z
will receive a positive update if it yields p(y|z, x) larger
than to the average performance of the retrieved documents.
In our experiment, we set C as the expected reward, i.e.,
C =

P
z2Z̃ p(y|z, x)p(z|x). Finetuning the retriever model

based on (4) needs good initializations from pretrained mod-
els to avoid cold-starting.

Another practical challenge is that all the document em-
bedding vectors need to be refreshed once the retriever is
updated, which is expensive when the number of documents
is large. Instead of encoding all the documents each time
the � is updated to retrieve the top-K document set Z̃, we
asynchronously update the retrieved document for every M
steps (M = 200 in our experiments). However, note that
even if the Z̃ is fixed for each K steps, the r� and scores
{s1, · · · , sK} are still updated at every step.

Multi-document Decoding
Mixture-of-Expert (MoE) Decoder During the inference
time, the retriever first obtains the top-K documents as Z̃, and
their corresponding probabilities p(z|x). The generator lever-
ages all document in Z̃ to generator a consensus prediction
ŷ. One naive approach is to concatenate multiple documents
into a “joint” document as the input for the generator. The
problems for such an approach are that 1) the “joint” doc-
ument may be too long to be efficiently processed; 2) the
order of the documents has impact on the generation; 3) the
relevance information p(z|x) will be ignored.

We therefore took a Mixture-of-Expert (MoE) approach
following Cho et al. (2020) to decode the model in a
document-specific fashion, and ensemble the output distribu-
tions at each time step. Specifically, we leverage K copies of
the ground text generator g⇥(·) trained from (2). At time step
t , we feed each copy of the generator with separate document
z, the same context x, and the same current consensus genera-
tion ŷ0:t�1. We then harvest the individual output distribution
from all generator copies, as {p(ŷ(1)

t ), · · · , p(ŷ(K)
t )}. The as-

sembled output distribution at step t is finally given by

p(ŷt|x, ŷ0:t�1) =
KX

k=1

p(ŷ(k)
t |z(k), x, ŷ0:t�1)p(z(k)|x). (5)

Unlike recent FiD work (Izacard and Grave 2020), which
“fuses” the encoded representations from different documents,
our “fusion” of information from different document occurs
at output token distribution level. FiD requires training a
grounded generation model by taking a fixed number of doc-
uments as input. However, our MoE approach can directly
leverage a grounded generation model trained on single docu-
ment as input, without additional training or fine-tuning. This
yields convenience and flexibility in the number of documents
K to leverage for inference.

We also employ a novel retriever correction on the de-
coder to accommodate the fact that the model is trained to
autoregressively generate y, which implies that the retriever
score needs to be updated along the generation. Details are
provided in Appendix B.

MMI We further implement a Maximum Mutual Informa-
tion (MMI) scoring function (Li et al. 2016; Zhang et al.
2018) to enhance the “groundness” of the generation. MMI
employs a pre-trained backward grounded text generation
model to predict x and z from given prediction y, i.e.,
p(x, z|y).3 We first generate a set of hypotheses using top-
K sampling. Then we use the probability of p(x, z|y). For
multiple z we use the mean of these probabilities to rerank
all hypotheses. Intuitively, maximizing backward model like-
lihood penalizes the bland hypotheses (Zhang et al. 2020)
and encourages the generation y to tie better to the input
document z and context x.

4 Experimental Setups
Datasets We use two datasets D, Reddit and arXiv, which
cover two information-demanding scenarios (response gener-
ation and prose generation) , to evaluate our methods.

The Reddit dataset contains 2.56M/2K/2K training/valida-
tion/test conversation instances. The training set is created
using the extraction pipeline from the DSTC-7 grounded
response generation challenge (Galley et al. 2019), which
extracts the Reddit threads with time span 2011-2017. It
contains threads of discussions like a tree, where a reply is
a child node to the previous message. Any path along the
tree introduces a dialogue session. Although our approach
does not require parallel oracle document, we only select
instances that oracle document 4 can be found. the reasons
are two-fold: 1) we hope to be able to build strong baselines
grounded on oracle dataset, which characterize the upper
bound performance of a grounded generation model; 2) the
oracle documents enable separately evaluating the retriever
performance using IR metrics (Recall@K). We further select
test examples from Reddit with time span 2018-2019 by re-
quiring the context to have at least 6 different responses. This
yields a 5-reference test set with 2,000 samples. For each
instance, one of the 6 human responses is set aside to assess
human performance. The average length of the context and
response is 44.32 and 14.86 words, respectively.

The arXiv dataset is based on Clement et al. (2019) , which
collects a corpus of arXiv articles from 1991 to 2019. We

3This objective is designed to encourage y to incorporate infor-
mation from both x and z.

4containing URLs linking to Wikipedia domain, see Appendix C
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Retrieval Metric
• Task-specific Retrieval. 


• Memory retrieval is end-to-end optimized for task-
specific objectives.
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relevant sentences can be reduced to Maximum In-
ner Product Search (MIPS). With performant data
structures and search algorithms (e.g., Shrivastava
and Li, 2014; Malkov and Yashunin, 2018), the
retrieval can be done efficiently.

Specifically, we define the relevance score
f(x, z) between the source sentence x and the can-
didate sentence z as the dot product of their dense
vector representations:

f(x, z) = Esrc(x)
TEtgt(z)

where Esrc and Etgt are the source sentence encoder
and the target sentence encoder that map x and z to
d-dimensional vectors respectively. We implement
the two sentence encoders using two independent
Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017). For an input
sentence, we prepend the [BOS] token to its to-
ken sequence and then feed it into a Transformer.
We take the representation at the [BOS] token as
the output (denoted Trans{src,tgt}({x, z})), and per-
form a linear projection (W{src,tgt}) to reduce the
dimensionality of the vector. Finally, we normal-
ize the vectors to regulate the range of relevance
scores.

Esrc(x) = normalize(WsrcTranssrc(x))
Etgt(z) = normalize(WtgtTranstgt(z))

The normalized vectors have zero means and unit
lengths. Therefore, the relevance scores always
fall in the interval [�1, 1]. We let ✓ denote all
parameters associated with the retrieval model.

In practice, the dense representations of all sen-
tences in TM can be pre-computed and indexed us-
ing FAISS (Johnson et al., 2019), an open-source
toolkit for efficient vector search. Given a source
sentence x in hand, we compute the vector rep-
resentation vx = Esrc(x) and retrieve the top M
target sentences with vectors closest to vx.

3.3 Translation Model
Given a source sentence x, a small set of relevant
TM {zi}Mi=1, and relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1,
the translation model defines the conditional proba-
bility p(y|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )).

Our translation model is built upon the standard
encoder-decoder NMT model (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Vaswani et al., 2017): the (source) encoder
transforms the source sentence x into dense vec-
tor representations. The decoder generates an out-
put sequence y in an auto-regressive fashion. At
each time step t, the decoder attends over both

previously generated sequence y1:t�1 and the out-
put of the source encoder, generating a hidden
state ht. The hidden state ht is then converted
to next-token probabilities through a linear pro-
jection followed by softmax function, i.e., Pv =
softmax(Wvht + bv).

To accommodate the extra memory input, we
extend the standard encoder-decoder NMT frame-
work with a memory encoder and allow cross-
attention from the decoder to the memory encoder.
Specifically, the memory encoder encodes each TM
sentence zi individually, resulting in a set of con-
textualized token embeddings {zi,k}Li

k=1, where Li

is the length of the token sequence zi. We compute
a cross attention over all TM sentences:

↵ij =
exp(ht

TWmzi,j))PM
i=1

PLi
k=1 exp(ht

TWmzi,k)
(1)

ct = Wc

MX

i=1

LiX

j=1

↵ijzi,j

where ↵ij is the attention score of the j-th token
in zi, ct is a weighted combination of memory em-
beddings, and Wm and Wc are trainable matrices.
The cross attention is used twice during decod-
ing. First, the decoder’s hidden state ht is updated
by a weighted sum of memory embeddings, i.e.,
ht = ht + ct. Second, we consider each attention
score as a probability of copying the corresponding
token (Gu et al., 2016; See et al., 2017). Formally,
the next-token probabilities are computed as:

p(yt|·) = (1� �t)Pv(yt) + �t

MX

i=1

LiX

j=1

↵ij1zij=yt

where 1 is the indicator function and �t is a gating
variable computed by another feed-forward net-
work �t = g(ht, ct).

Inspired by Lewis et al. (2020a), to enable the
gradient flow from the translation output to the
retrieval model, we bias the attention scores with
the relevance scores, rewriting Eq. (1) as:

↵ij =
exp(ht

TWmzi,j + �f(x, zi))PM
i=1

PLi
k=1 exp(ht

TWmzi,k + �f(x, zi))
(2)

where � is a trainable scalar that controls the weight
of the relevance scores. We let � denote all param-
eters associated with the translation model.

3.4 Training
We optimize the model parameters ✓ and
� using stochastic gradient descent on
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed framework, where the italics denote the inputs of each stage, and the boldfaces denote the outputs of each stage. (a) Response
Prototype Extraction: During training, the prototype is extracted from the reference response through a random corruption process. During inference, a response
is first retrieved given the input query. The prototype is then constructed by masking the stylistic words contained in the retrieved response. (b) Stylistic Response
Generator: After getting the response prototype, the input representation is constructed by adding up four different level of input embeddings. By specifying
different styles with different embeddings, the model can generate responses with different styles.

ts as ts = 3
4 !maxv"V PMI(v; s) based on the model perplexity

on the validation set, whereV is the whole vocabulary set. Given
the set of all possible stylesS , the stylistic vocabularySV is then
defined as all words that express any style s " S . An example
is provided in Fig. 1 where the prototype: “That’s _. I will go
with my _ together !” is extracted from the retrieved response
by masking the stylistic words great, bro and buddies.

B. Stylistic Response Generator

The proposed stylistic response generator inherits from the
GPT-2 [21] model which consists of 12 Transformer layers [38].
To make use of the GPT-2 model, the input sequence must be a
consecutive natural language sequence, such as a sentence or a
document.

To achieve the goal of adapting the GPT-2 model under the
proposed PS framework, we first make modifications to the form
of the input sequence. As shown in the right part of Fig. 2, we
construct the input sequence as the concatenation of the input
query, the response prototype, and the reference response. Then,
we include a special token [B] to indicate the boundary between
these three parts. To further ensure the model can identify
the different parts of the input sequence, we introduce a new
segment-level input which consists of three learnable segment
embeddings EQ, EP , and ER to indicate the positions of the
input query, the response prototype, and the reference response
respectively.

To control the style of the generated response, we resort to
a learnable style embeddings. Concretely, when generating a
response with a specific style s, a vector (i.e., embeddings) ES

that represents the style s is added to the input representations of
the response.1 Note that every possible style has a corresponding
style embeddings. Given the same query and response prototype,

1The same procedure is applied both in the training and inference stage.

to generate responses with different styles, we only need to
change the part of style embeddings in the input representations.
For better illustration, an example of how to incorporate the style
embeddings is shown in Fig. 2.

C. Learning

1) Style-Aware Learning Objective: We propose a style-
aware learning objective to train the stylistic response generator.
Considering a training instance that consists of the input query
X with length N , the reference response Y with length T , the
reference style s and the response prototype C, the proposed
objective is then defined as:

LSA = #
T!

i=1

f(yi) · log p(yi|y<i;X,C, s) (2)

f(yi) =

"
1 + ! if yi " SV
1 otherwise,

where SV is the stylistic vocabulary described in Section III-A.
By incorporating the term f(yi), we can upweight the impor-
tance of stylistic words in the loss function. In this way, when we
optimize the model parameters with back-propagation, a larger
gradient would flow back from the stylistic words. As a result, by
training with the proposed learning objective, our model learns
to produce more stylistic expressions in the generated response
given the desired style.

Additionally, from the experiments, we observe that including
the language model as an auxiliary objective helps to accelerate
learning convergence which is in line with [39], [40]. In this
work, the language model objective LLM is only computed from
the input query X and the overall learning objective L is then

Authorized licensed use limited to: Chinese University of Hong Kong. Downloaded on February 19,2022 at 09:59:49 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Figure 1: Architecture of our model.

where � is a concatenation operation, I = {w|w 2 C^w /2
C 0} is a insertion word set, and D = {w0|w0 2 C 0^w0 /2 C}
is a deletion word set. diffc explicitly encodes insertion
words and deletion words from C to C 0. �w is the weight of
a insertion word w, that is computed by

�w =
exp(ew)P

w2I exp(ew)
, (4)

ew = v�
>tanh(W� [ (w)� hl]), (5)

where v� and W� are parameters, and hl is the last hidden
state of the encoder. �w0 is obtained with a similar process:

�w0 =
exp(ew0)P

w02D exp(ew0)
, (6)

ew0 = v�
>tanh(W� [ (w

0)� hl]), (7)
We assume that different words influence the editing pro-

cess unequally, so we weighted average insertion words and
deletion words to form an edit in Equation 3. Table explains
our motivation as well, that is “desserts” is much more im-
portant than “the” in the editing process. Then we compute
the edit vector z by following transformation

z = tanh(W · diffc + b), (8)
where W and b are two parameters. Equation 8 can be re-
garded as a mapping from context differences to response
differences.

It should be noted that there are several alternative ap-
proaches to compute diffc and z for this task, such as apply-
ing memory networks, latent variables, and other complex
network architectures. Here, we just use a simple method,
but it yields interesting results on this task. We will further
illustrate our experiment findings in the next section.

Prototype Editing We build our prototype editing model
upon a Seq2Seq with an attention mechanism model, which
integrates the edit vector into the decoder.

The decoder takes{hk}
nj

k=1 as an input and generates a
response by a GRU language model with attention. The hid-
den state of the decoder is acquired by

h0
j = fGRU(h

0
j�1, rj�1 � zi), (9)

where the input of j-th time step is the last step hidden state
and the concatenation of the (j � 1)-th word embedding
and the edit vector obtained in Equation 8. Then we com-
pute a context vector ci, which is a linear combination of
{h1, . . . , ht}:

ci =
tX

j=1

↵i,jhj , (10)

where ↵i,j is given by

↵i,j =
exp(ei,j)Pt
k=1 exp(ei,k)

, (11)

ei,j = v>tanh(W↵[hj � h0
i]), (12)

where v and W↵ are parameters. The generative probability
distribution is given by

s(ri) = softmax(Wp[ri�1 � h0
i � ci] + bp), (13)

where Wp and bp are two parameters. Equation 11 and 13
are the attention mechanism (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio
2015), that mitigates the long-term dependency issue of the
original Seq2Seq model. We append the edit vector to every
input embedding of the decoder in Equation 9, so the edit
information can be utilized in the entire generation process.

We learn our response generation model by minimizing
the negative log likelihood of D

L = �
NX

i=1

lX

j=1

logp(ri,j |zi, R0
i, ri,k<j). (14)

We implement our model by PyTorch 3.We employ the
Adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba 2015) to optimize the ob-
jective function with a batch size of 128. We set the initial
learning rate as 0.001 and reduce it by half if perplexity on
validation begins to increase. We will stop training if the
perplexity on validation keeps increasing in two successive
epochs. .

3https://pytorch.org/
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sponse is irrelevant to the input query. A possible
reason is that both useful and useless information
is mixed in the dense vector space, which is unin-
terpretable and uncontrollable.

To address the above issue, we propose a new
framework, skeleton-to-response, for response
generation. Our motivations are two folds: (1)
The guidance from IR results should only specify
a response aspect or pattern, but leave the query-
specific details to be elaborated by the genera-
tive model itself; (2) The retrieval results typically
contain excessive information, such as inappropri-
ate words or entities. It is necessary to filter out
irrelevant words and derive a useful skeleton be-
fore use.

Our approach consists of two components: a
skeleton generator and a response generator. The
skeleton generator extracts a response skeleton by
detecting and removing unwanted words in a re-
trieved response. The response generator is re-
sponsible for adding query-specific details to the
generated skeleton for query-to-response genera-
tion. A dialogue example illustrating our idea is
shown in Fig. 1. Due to the discrete choice of
skeleton words, the gradient in the training pro-
cess is no longer differentiable from the response
to the skeleton generator. Two techniques are pro-
posed to solve this issue. The first technique is to
employ the policy gradient method for rewarding
the output of the skeleton generator based on the
feedback from a pre-trained critic. An alternative
technique is to solve both the skeleton generation
and the response generation in a multi-task learn-
ing fashion.

Our contributions are summarized as below: (1)
We develop a novel framework to inject the power
of IR results into generative response models by
introducing the idea of skeleton generation; (2)
Our approach generates response skeletons by de-
tecting and removing unnecessary words, which
facilitates the generation of specific responses
while not spoiling the generalization ability of the
underlying generative models; (3) Experimental
results show that our approach significantly out-
performs other compared methods, resulting in
more informative and specific responses.

2 Models

In this work, we propose to construct a response
skeleton based on the results of IR systems for
guiding the response generation. The skeleton-to-

Query: My son loves Disneyland. He is addicted to 
the Iron Man Experience.

Skeleton: _ loves _ , too. _ like _

I love the Iron Man, too. I like
ZDWFKLQJ�,URQ�0DQ¶V�FRPLFV

retrieve

response generator

skeleton generator

retrieval system

Retrieved Query: Disneyland is amazing, I am 
addicted to the Mickey.

Retrieved Response: My daughter loves Mickey, 
too. She likes 0LFNH\¶V�PhilharMagic.

remove

rewrite

Figure 1: Our idea of leveraging the retrieved query-
response pair. It first constructs a response skeleton by
removing some words in the retrieved response, then a
response is generated via rewriting based on the skele-
ton.

response paradigm helps reduce the search space
of possible responses and provides useful ele-
ments missing in the given query.

Our model consists of two components, namely,
the skeleton generator and the response generator.
These components are parameterized by the above
two probabilistic models, denoted by ✓ske and ✓res
respectively. Fig. 2 depicts the overall architecture
of our proposed framework.

2.1 Skeleton Generator
The skeleton generator transforms a retrieved re-
sponse into a skeleton by explicitly removing in-
appropriate or useless information regarding the
input query q. We consider this procedure as a
series of word-level masking actions. Following
Wu et al. (2019), we first construct an edit vec-
tor by comparing the difference between the orig-
inal query q and the retrieved query q0. In (Wu
et al., 2019) the edit vector is used to guide the re-
sponse generation directly. In our model, the edit
vector is used to estimate the probability of be-
ing reserved or being masked for every word in a
sentence. We define two word sets, namely inser-
tion words I and deletion words D. The insertion
words include words that are in the original query
q, but not in the retrieved query q0, while the dele-
tion words do the opposite.

The two bags of words highlight the changes in
the dialogue context, corresponding to the changes
in the response. The edit vector z is thus defined as
the concatenation of the representations of the two
bags of words. We use the weighted sum of the
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apple

Do  you  like banana

Retrieval 
System

deletion words

insertion words

edit vector

Skeleton Generator

Response Generator
Yes ,  __  is  my  favorite 

query memories

Decoder

Binary Classifier

retrieved 
query

retrieved
response

skeleton

skeleton memories

jointca
sca

ded

skeleton memories

Input Query: 

Generated response: Yes, banana is my favorite 

Do  you  like Yes ,  apple  is  my  favorite 

Figure 2: The architecture of our framework. Given a query “Do you like banana”, a similar historical query
“Do you like apple” is retrieved along with its response, i.e., “Yes, apple is my favorite”. Upper: The skeleton
generator removes inappropriate words and extracts a response skeleton. Lower: The response generator generates
a response based on both the skeleton and the query.

word embeddings to get the dense representations
of I and D. The edit vector is computed as:

z =
X

w12I
↵w1�(w1)�

X

w22D
�w2�(w2), (1)

where � is the concatenation operation. � maps a
word to its corresponding embedding vector, ↵w1

and �w2 are the weights of an insertion word w1

and a deletion word w2 respectively. The weights
of different words are derived by an attention
mechanism (Luong et al., 2015). Formally, the
retrieved response r0 = (r01, r

0
2 . . . , r

0
|r0|) is pro-

cessed by a bidirectional GRU network (biGRU).
We denote the states of the biGRU (i.e. concate-
nation of forward and backward GRU states) as
(h1, h2, . . . , h|r0|). The weight ↵w1 is calculated
by:

↵w1 =
exp(sw1)P
w2I exp(sw)

,

sw1 = v>I tanh(WI [�(w1)� h|r0|]), (2)

where vI and WI are learnable parameters. The
weight �w2 is obtained in a similar way with an-
other set of parameters vD and WD.

After acquiring the edit vector, we transform the
prototype response r0 to a skeleton t by the follow-

ing equations:

t = (�(r01, h1, z),�(r
0
2, h2, z), · · · ,�(r0|r0|, h|r0|, z)),

�(r0i, hi, z) =

(
< blank > if m̂i = 0,

r0i else
, (3)

where m̂i is the indicator and equals 0 if r0i is re-
placed with a placeholder “<blank>” and 1 oth-
erwise. The probability of m̂i = 1 is computed by

P (m̂i = 1) = sigmoid(Wm[hi � z] + bm). (4)

2.2 Response Generator
The response generator can be implemented us-
ing most existing IR-augmented models (Song
et al., 2016; Weston et al., 2018; Pandey et al.,
2018), just by replacing the retrieved response in-
put with the corresponding skeleton. We discuss
our choices below.

Encoders Two separate bidirectional LSTM
(biLSTM) networks are used to obtain the dis-
tributed representations of the query memories and
the skeleton memories, respectively. For biLSTM,

https://jcyk.github.io/
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Figure 1: The overview of this survey.

2.1 Formulation080

Most text generation tasks can be formulated as a081

mapping from input sequence x to output sequence082

y : y = f(x). For instance, x and y could be the083

dialogue history and the corresponding response084

for dialogue response generation, the text in the085

source language and the translation in the target086

language for machine translation, and so on.087

Recently, some researchers suggest to endow088

models the capability to access external memory089

via some information retrieval techniques, so that090

they can acquire more information in the generation091

process (Gu et al., 2018; Weston et al., 2018; Cai092

et al., 2019b). The retrieval-augmented generation093

can be further formulated as:094

y = f(x, z) (1)095

where z = {hxr,yri} is a set of relevant instances096

retrieved from the original training set or external097

datasets. The main idea of this paradigm is that yr098

may benefit the response generation, if xr (or yr)099

is similar (or relevant) to the input x. It is worth100

noting that xr = ; when unsupervised retrieval101

sources are used. In general, the retrieval mem-102

ory can be retrieved from three kinds of sources:103

the training corpus, external datasets in the same104

format with the training corpus, and large-scale105

unsupervised corpus (§2.2). Metrics that evaluate106

the relevance between text are varied as well, in107

§2.3 we divided them into three categories: sparse-108

vector retrieval, dense-vector retrieval, and training-109

based retrieval. Finally, how to integrate the re-110

trieval memory to the generation model is also sig-111

nificant, we also introduce some popular integra-112

tion approaches in §2.4.113

2.2 Retrieval Sources114

Training Corpus Most previous studies search115

the external memory from its training corpus (Song116

et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2018; Weston et al., 2018). 117

In the inference time, retrieved examples with high 118

relevant scores could be regarded as extra refer- 119

ences and reduce model’s uncertainty in generation. 120

The main motivation of those works is to to store 121

knowledge not only in the model parameters but 122

also in an explicit and accessible form, making the 123

model be able to re-access it during inference. 124

External Data Some researchers also propose to 125

retrieval relevant samples from external datasets 126

(Su et al., 2021c; Xiao et al., 2021). In these stud- 127

ies, the retrieval pool is different with the training 128

corpus, which can further provide additional infor- 129

mation that are not contained in the training corpus. 130

This is especially beneficial for applications such 131

as domain adaptation and knowledge update. For 132

example, Khandelwal et al. (2020a); Zheng et al. 133

(2021a) employ the in-domain dataset as the exter- 134

nal memory to achieve fast domain adaptation for 135

machine translation. 136

Unsupervised Data One limitation for previous 137

two sources is that the datasets have to be super- 138

vised datasets consisting of aligned input-output 139

pairs. For machine translation, Cai et al. (2021) pro- 140

pose a cross-lingual retriever to directly retrieve tar- 141

get sentence from unsupervised corpus (i.e., mono- 142

lingual corpus in the target language). The main 143

idea is aligning source-side sentences and the corre- 144

sponding target-side translations in a dense vector 145

space, i.e., aligning x and yr when xr is absent. 146

As a result, the retriever directly connects the dots 147

between the source-side input and target-side trans- 148

lations, enabling monolingual data in the target 149

language to be used alone as memories. 150

2.3 Retrieval Metrics 151

Sparse-vector Retrieval Given an input se- 152

quence x and a retrieval corpus, retrieval model 153

aims to retrieve a set of relevant examples z = 154
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Abstract

Recently, retrieval-augmented text generation
attracted increasing attention of the compu-
tational linguistics community. Compared
with conventional generation models, retrieval-
augmented text generation has remarkable ad-
vantages and particularly has achieved state-of-
the-art performance in many NLP tasks. This
paper aims to conduct a survey about retrieval-
augmented text generation. It firstly highlights
the generic paradigm of retrieval-augmented
generation, and then it reviews notable ap-
proaches according to different tasks including
dialogue response generation, machine trans-
lation, and other generation tasks. Finally, it
points out some promising directions on top of
recent methods to facilitate future research.

1 Introduction

Retrieval-augmented text generation, as a new
text generation paradigm that fuses emerging deep
learning technology and traditional retrieval tech-
nology, has achieved state-of-the-art (SOTA) per-
formance in many NLP tasks and attracted the at-
tention of the computational linguistics community
(Weston et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2018; Cai et al.,
2021). Compared with generation-based counter-
part, this new paradigm has some remarkable ad-
vantages: 1) The knowledge is not necessary to be
implicitly stored in model parameters, but is explic-
itly acquired in a plug-and-play manner, leading
to great scalibility; 2) Instead of generating from
scratch, the paradigm generating text from some re-
trieved human-written reference, which potentially
alleviates the difficulty of text generation.

This paper aims to review many representative
approaches for retrieval-augmented text generation
tasks including dialogue response generation (We-
ston et al., 2018), machine translation (Gu et al.,
2018) and others (Hashimoto et al., 2018). We

⇤All authors contributed equally.

firstly present the generic paradigm of retrieval-
augmented generation as well as three key com-
ponents under this paradigm, which are retrieval
sources, retrieval metrics and generation models.

Then, we introduce notable methods about
retrieval-augmented generation, which are orga-
nized with respect to different tasks. Specifically,
on the dialogue response generation task, exem-
plar/template retrieval as an intermediate step has
been shown beneficial to informative response gen-
eration (Weston et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Cai
et al., 2019a,b). In addition, there has been growing
interest in knowledge-grounded generation explor-
ing different forms of knowledge such as knowl-
edge bases and external documents (Dinan et al.,
2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Lian et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2019; Qin et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,
2021). On the machine translation task, we summa-
rize the early work on how the retrieved sentences
(called translation memory) are used to improve
statistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn et al.,
2003) models (Simard and Isabelle, 2009; Koehn
and Senellart, 2010) and in particular, we inten-
sively highlight several popular methods to inte-
grating translation memory to NMT models (Gu
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2020;
He et al., 2021). We also review the applications
of retrieval-augmented generation in other genera-
tion tasks such as abstractive summarization (Peng
et al., 2019), code generation (Hashimoto et al.,
2018), paraphrase (Kazemnejad et al., 2020; Su
et al., 2021b), and knowledge-intensive generation
(Lewis et al., 2020b). Finally, we also point out
some promising directions on retrieval-augmented
generation to push forward the future research.

2 Retrieval-Augmented Paradigm

In this section, we first give a general formulation
of retrieval-augmented text generation. Then, we
discuss three major components of the retrieval-
augmented generation paradigm, including the re-
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(a) Query the source sentence,
and the search engine returns
K translation pairs;
(b) The NMT model outputs translation
with reference of retrieved pairs 

Figure 1: The over-
all architecture of the
proposed SEG-NMT.
The shaded box in-
cludes the module
which handles a set
of translation pairs re-
trieved in the first
stage. The heat maps
represent the atten-
tion scores between
the source sentences
(left-to-right) and the
corresponding transla-
tions (top-to-down).

That is, we define a similarity function s(X, X 0), and find
(Xn, Y n) where s(X, Xn) is large.

Similarity score function s In this paper, we constrain
ourselves to a setting in which only a neural translation model
is trainable. That is, we do not assume the availability of
other trainable sentence similarity functions. This allows
us to focus entirely on the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm while being agnostic to the choice of similarity
metric. Under this constraint, we follow an earlier work by
(Li, Way, and Liu, 2016) and use a fuzzy matching score
which is defined as

sfuzzy(X, X 0) = 1 � Dedit(X, X 0)

max (|X|, |X 0|) , (3)

where Dedit is an edit distance.

Algorithm 1 Greedy selection procedure to maximize the
coverage of the source symbols.
Require: input X , translation memory M

1: Obtain the subset M̃ ✓ M using an off-the-shelf search en-
gine;

2: Re-rank retrieved pairs (X 0, Y 0) 2 M̃ using the similarity
score function s in descending order;

3: Initialize the dictionary of selected pairs R = ;;
4: Initialize the coverage score c = 0;
5: for k = 1...|M̃ | do

6: ctmp =
P

x2X � [x 2 R.keys [ {X 0
k}] /|X|

7: if ctmp > c then

8: c = ctmp; R {X 0
k : Y 0

k}
9: return R

Off-the-shelf Search Engine The computational complex-
ity of the similarity search grows linearly with the size of the
translation memory which in our case contains all the pairs
from a training corpus. Despite the simplicity and compu-
tational efficiency of the similarity score in Eq. (3), this is

clearly not practical, as the size of the training corpus is often
in the order of hundreds of thousands or even tens of millions.
We overcome this issue of scalability by incorporating an off-
the-shelf search engine, more specifically Apache Lucene.1
We then use Lucene to retrieve an initial set of translation
pairs based on the source side, and use the similarity score
above to re-rank them.

Final selection process Let M̃ 2 M be an initial set of
translation pairs returned by Lucene. We rank the translation
pairs within this set by s(X, X 0). We design and test two
methods for selecting the final set from this initial set based
on the similarity scores. The first method is a top-K retrieval,
where we simply return the K most similar translation pairs
from M̃. The second method returns an adaptive number of
translation pairs based on the coverage of the symbols x in
the current source sentence X within the retrieved transla-
tion pairs. We select greedily starting from the most similar
translation pair, as described in Alg. 1.

Translation Stage

In the second stage, we build a novel extension of the
attention-based neural machine translation, SEG-NMT, that
seamlessly fuses both a current source sentence and a set M̂
of retrieved translation pairs. In a high level, the proposed
SEG-NMT first stores each target symbol of each retrieved
translation pair into a key-value memory(Miller et al., 2016).
At each time step of the decoder, SEG-NMT first performs
attention over the current source sentence to compute the
time-dependent context vector based on which the key-value
memory is queried. SEG-NMT fuses information from both
context vector of the current source sentence and the retrieved
value from the key-value memory to generate a next symbol.

Key-Value Memory For each retrieved translation pair
(X 0, Y 0) 2 M̂, we run a full attention-based neural machine

1 https://lucene.apache.org/core/
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Figure 1: The architecture of the proposed NMT with graph based TM. 1) Graph representation - The part in the dashed box is
a concrete example of the graph representation of a TM. The source and target languages are Spanish and English respectively.
Src is the source sentence and Ref is the corresponding target sentence. Note that only 2 TM pairs are used in this example for
simplicity. 2) Model architecture - The part outside of the dashed box shows the core components of the model architecture.
A light blue box consists of a multi-head attention mechanism and a residual connection plus a layer normalization. A light
yellow box consists of one more free-forward network and a residual connection plus a layer normalization. Specifically, the
graph attention operation is presented with three selected nodes. L is the number of repetition of each part.

Packing target side

Secondly, instead of sequentially encoding target sentences
in a TM, we pack them into a compact graph such that some
words in different sentences may correspond to the same
node in the graph, which is inspired by the notion of lat-
tice or hypergraph in statistical machine translation (Koehn
2009). To this end, we convert the target side in a TM into
a confusion network by using the algorithm proposed by
Mangu, Brill, and Stolcke (1999) and Mangu, Brill, and
Stolcke (2000). The basic idea is to cluster each word into
an equivalent class, and organize all the classes according to
an order defined over classes. Finally, we can obtain a graph
via computing the dual of the confusion network, by treating
edges as nodes (West and others 2001).

Figure 1 shows an example of a resulting graph for a TM
(including two sentences for simplicity), where each node
represents a word. In the graph, the nodes representing the
words ”This”, ”amendment”, ”the”, ”Danish”, and ”.” ap-
pear in both sentences, but only appear once in the graph. In
terms of both space and speed, it is more efficient to encode
the graph, compared with the representation of all source
and target words of a TM in Gu et al. (2018).

NMT with Graph based TM

Suppose G = (v, e) is the directed graph obtained from
a translation memory, where v = hv1, · · · , v|v|i is a se-
quence of nodes, and e = he1, · · · , e|e|i is a sequence
of edges. In addition, ni = hni

1, · · · , ni
|ni|i denotes a se-

quence of first-order neighborhood nodes of vi in graph G

including vi itself. Nodes are arranged in topological or-
der. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, v1 = This,

n1 = hThis, amendmenti and v2 = amendment, n2 =
hThis, amendment, does, onlyi.

Generally, the enhanced Transformer shares the similar
architecture as the baseline but with two major differences
in encoding and decoding phases. The model structure is il-
lustrated in figure 1.

Enhanced Graph Encoding

Besides encoding the input sequence x, the proposed model
also encodes v from G by using L layers of networks in a
similar fashion to the encoding of the input x. Suppose h

G,l
i

denotes the hidden units at lth layer regarding the node vi.
Inspired by the graph attention in Veličković et al. (2018),
h
G,l
i is calculated by the hidden units at l � 1th layer as

follows:
h
G,l
i = RL � F �RL �MH(hG,l�1

i ,hG,l�1[ni]) (8)
where RL, F and MH are functions corresponding to sub-
layers of residual connection plus layer normalization, feed-
forward network and multi-head attention mechanism de-
fined in Eq.(2). hG,l�1[ni] is a matrix obtained by taking
the slice over the matrix hg,l�1 along the first axis via ni.

Based on the encoding schema elaborated above, there are
different variations of the graph encoding in real practice.
We can choose to fix the graph encoding after L layers’ com-
putation and introduce the fixed encoding to each decoding
layer, which is the same as the encoding of the source side x.
We can also introduce a flexible encoding to each decoding
layer, which is calculated as follows:

h
G,l
i = RL �MHl(h

G,0
i ,hG,0[ni]) (9)

where hG,0 denotes the word embedding plus positional en-
coding of the translation memory sequence. When flexible

7299
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Figure 2: Architecture of the gated attention mechanism used in the multi-source transformer decoder.

• The retrieved target, Y i, is encoded in a sim-
ilar manner, attending the encoded represen-
tation of Xi generated in the previous step.

The encoded representations for all targets,
{Y i, 1  i  N}, are then concatenated along
the time axis to form the Conditional Source Tar-
get Memory (CSTM).

2.2.2 Gated Multi-Source Attention
We use gated multi-source attention to combine
the context from the source encoder representa-
tions and the CSTM. This is similar to the gated
attention employed by (Cao and Xiong, 2018). We
use a Transformer based decoder that attends to
both, the encoder outputs and the CSTM, in ev-
ery cross-attention layer. The rest of the decoder
architecture remains unchanged.

Let the context vectors obtained by applying
multi-head attention to the source and memory,
with query qt be cst and cmt respectively. Then the
gated context vector, ct, is given by,

gt = �(Wgsc
s
t +Wgmcmt ) (2)

ct = gt ⇤ cst + (1� gt) ⇤ cmt (3)

where gt is the scalar gating variable at time-step t,
and Wgs and Wgm are learned parameters. These
steps are illustrated in Figure 2.

3 Experiments

3.1 Data and Evaluation
We compare the performance of a standard Trans-
former Base model and our semi-parametric NMT
approach on an English-French translation task.

We create a new heterogeneous dataset, con-
structed from a combination of the WMT train-
ing set (36M pairs), the IWSLT bilingual corpus
(237k pairs), JRC-Acquis (797k pairs)2 and Open-
Subtitles (33M pairs)3. For WMT, we use new-
stest 13 for validation and newstest 14 for test.
For IWSLT, we use a combination of the test cor-
pora from 2012-14 for validation and test 2015 for
eval. For OpenSubtitles and JRC-Acquis, we cre-
ate our own splits for validation and test, since
no benchmark split is publicly available. After
deduping, the JRC-Acquis test and validation set
contain 6574 and 5121 sentence pairs respectively.
The OpenSubtitles test and validation sets contain
3975 and 3488 pairs. For multi-domain training,
the validation set is a concatenation of the four in-
dividual validation sets.

All datasets are tokenized with the Moses tok-
enizer (Koehn et al., 2007) and mixed without any
sampling. We use a shared vocabulary Sentence-
Piece Model (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) for
sub-word tokenization, with a vocabulary size
of 32000 tokens. We train each model for 1M
steps, and choose the best checkpoint from the last
5 checkpoints based on validation performance.
BLEU scores are computed with tokenized true-
cased output and references with multi-bleu.perl

from Moses.
For IDF based sentence retrieval, for each sen-

tence in the training, dev and test corpus, we use
N = 10 neighbors per example during both, train-
ing and evaluation. For the N-Gram level re-
trieval strategies, we used N = 10 neighbors dur-

2From http://opus.nlpl.eu/JRC-Acquis.php
3From http://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles.php
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Figure 1: An illustration of how the kNN distribution is computed. The datastore, which is con-
structed offline, consists of representations of training set translation contexts and corresponding
target tokens for every example in the parallel data. During generation, the query representation,
conditioned on the test input as well as previously generated tokens, is used to retrieve the k nearest
neighbors from the datastore, along with the corresponding target tokens. The distance from the
query is used to compute a distribution over the retrieved targets after applying a softmax tempera-
ture. This distribution is the final kNN distribution.

diverse domains by simply adding a domain-specific datastore—improving results by an average of
9.2 BLEU over the base model out-of-domain, and even outperforming existing models that train on
these domains. Finally, language-pair-specific datastores are used to adapt a multilingual model to
particular language pairs, with improvements of 3 BLEU for translating English into German and
Chinese. We find that retrievals from kNN-MT are typically highly contextually relevant.

2 NEAREST NEIGHBOR MACHINE TRANSLATION

kNN-MT involves augmenting the decoder of a pre-trained machine translation model with a nearest
neighbor retrieval mechanism, allowing the model direct access to a datastore of cached examples.
The translation is generated word-by-word; at each time step, we find the most similar contexts in
the datastore, and compute a distribution over the corresponding target tokens, as shown in Figure 1.
This distribution is then interpolated with the output distribution from the pre-trained MT model.

More specifically, given an input sequence of tokens in a source language s = (s1, . . . , sM1), a
neural MT model outputs a sequence of tokens t = (t1, . . . , tM2) in the target language. When
using autoregressive decoders, the output distribution for each token ti in the target sequence is
conditioned on the entire source sequence as well as the previous target tokens, p(ti|s, t1:i�1). Let
(s, t1:i�1) be the translation context and ti be the target token.

Datastore creation Our datastore is constructed offline and consists of a set of key-value pairs.
The key is a high-dimensional representation of the entire translation context computed by the MT
decoder, f(s, t1:i�1), where f represents a mapping from input to an intermediate representation
of the decoder. The value is the corresponding ground truth target token ti. For a parallel text
collection (S, T ), the representations are generated by a single forward pass over each example and
the complete datastore is defined as follows:

(K, V) = {(f(s, t1:i�1), ti), 8ti 2 t | (s, t) 2 (S, T )} (1)
Tokens from the source language are not stored directly as values in the datastore. Conditioning on
the source is implicit via the keys, and the values are only target language tokens.

Generation At test time, given a source x, the model outputs a distribution over the vocabulary
pMT (yi|x, ŷ1:i�1) for the target yi at every step of generation, where ŷ represents the generated
tokens. The model also outputs the representation f(x, ŷ1:i�1), which is used to query the datastore
for the k nearest neighbors N according to squared-L2 distance, d. In practice, the search over
billions of key-value pairs is carried out using FAISS (Johnson et al., 2017), a library for fast nearest
neighbor search in high-dimensional spaces.

The retrieved set is converted into a distribution over the vocabulary by applying a softmax with
temperature T to the negative distances and aggregating over multiple occurrences of the same vo-

2

Background: NMT+TM
2018

2021

The development of TM-augmented NMT
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• Traditional TM-augmented NMT framework

• uses bilingual corpus (training data) as TM   

• employs source (context) similarity search for memory 
retrieval

Background: NMT+TM
Input: The film Captain Marvel will be 

released next Wednesday. 

similarity search

Source sentence: Captain Marvel is a 
superhero film produced by Marvel Studio. 

Target sentence: �
�������	��
��������	

Translation 
Model

Translation Memory

Output

Bilingual
corpus
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Introduction
• Limitations of the traditional TM-augmented NMT framework 

• search space: bilingual corpus - source-target translation 
pairs (training data) 

• search method: heuristic search - non-learnable, not end-
to-end optimized, and lacks for the ability to adapt to 
specific downstream NMT models 

• Our framework 

• monolingual memory 

• learnable & cross-lingual memory retrieval
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Our Framework

Neural Machine Translation with Monolingual Translation Memory  

Deng Cai1,  Yan Wang2,  Huayang Li2, Wai Lam1  and  Lemao Liu2

INTRODUCTION

2 Tencent AI Lab1 The Chinese University of Hong Kong

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Prior work has proved that Translation memory (TM) can boost the 
performance of Neural Machine Translation (NMT). In contrast to 
existing work that uses bilingual corpus as TM and employs source-
side  similarity  search  for  memory  retrieval,  we  propose  a  new 
framework that uses monolingual memory and performs learnable 
memory retrieval in a cross-lingual manner.

OUR FRAMEWORK

� Monolingual Memory
• directly connects source-side input and target-side memories.
• abundant data in the target language can be used as TM.

� Task-Specific Retrieval
• unifies the memory retriever and the downstream NMT model into a learnable whole.
• memory retrieval can be end-to-end optimized for the translation objective.

� Fast Retrieval
• The selection of the most relevant memories can be reduced to Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS).
• With off-the-shelf vector search toolkit (FAISS),  the search can be made incredibly efficient.

source sentence
encoder !"#$ (&)

target sentence 
encoder !()((*)

Translation 
Memory +
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Decoder
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Figure 1: Overall framework. For an input sentence x in the source language, the retrieval model uses Maximum
Inner Product Search (MIPS) to find the top-M TM sentences {zi}Mi=1 in the target language. The translation
model takes {zi}Mi=1 and corresponding relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 as input and generate the translation y.

and other knowledge-intensive generation (Lewis
et al., 2020b). It can be observed that there is a
shift from using off-the-shelf search engines to
learning task-specific retrievers. Our work draws
inspiration from this line of research. However,
retrieval-guided generation has so far been mainly
investigated for knowledge retrieval in the same
language. The memory retrieval in this work is
more challenging due to the cross-lingual setting.

NMT using Monolingual Data To our knowl-
edge, the integration of monolingual data for NMT
was first investigated by Gulcehre et al. (2015), who
separately trained target-side language models us-
ing monolingual data, and then integrated them dur-
ing decoding either through re-scoring the beam, or
by feeding the hidden state of the language model
to the NMT model. Jean et al. (2015) also explored
re-ranking the NMT output with a n-gram language
model. Another successful method for leveraging
monolingual data in NMT is back-translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016; Fadaee et al., 2017; Edunov et al.,
2018; He et al., 2016), where a reverse translation
model is used to translate monolingual sentences
from the target language to the source language to
generate synthetic parallel sentences. Recent stud-
ies (Jiao et al., 2021; He et al., 2019) showed that
self-training, where the synthetic parallel sentences
are created by translating monolingual sentences
in the source language, is also helpful. Our method
is orthogonal to previous work and bears a unique
feature: it can use more monolingual data without
re-training (see §4.3).

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 Overview

Our approach decomposes the whole translation
processing into two steps: retrieve, then generate.

The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
The Translation Memory (TM) in our approach
is a collection of sentences in the target language
Z . Given an input x in the source language, the re-
trieval model first selects a number of possibly help-
ful sentences {zi}Mi=1 from Z , where M ⌧ |Z|, ac-
cording to a relevance function f(x, zi). Then, the
translation model conditions on both the retrieved
set {(zi, f(x, zi)}Mi=1 and the original input x to
generate the output y using a probabilistic model
p(y|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )). Note that
the relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 are also part of
the input to the translation model, encouraging the
translation model to focus more on more relevant
sentences. During training, maximizing the likeli-
hood of the translation references improves both
the translation model and the retrieval model.

3.2 Retrieval Model
The retrieval model is responsible for selecting the
most relevant sentences for a source sentence from
a large monolingual TM. This could involve mea-
suring the relevance scores between the source sen-
tence and millions of candidate target sentences,
which poses a serious computational challenge. To
address this, we implement the retrieval model us-
ing a simple dual-encoder framework (Bromley
et al., 1993) such that the selection of the most
relevant sentences can be reduced to Maximum In-
ner Product Search (MIPS). With performant data
structures and search algorithms (e.g., Shrivastava
and Li, 2014; Malkov and Yashunin, 2018), the
retrieval can be done efficiently.

Specifically, we define the relevance score
f(x, z) between the source sentence x and the can-
didate sentence z as the dot product of their dense
vector representations:

f(x, z) = Esrc(x)
TEtgt(z)

Input: The film Captain Marvel will be 
released next Wednesday. 

similarity search

Source sentence: Captain Marvel is a 
superhero film produced by Marvel Studio. 

Target sentence: �
�������	��
��������	

Translation 
Model

Translation Memory

Output

Bilingual
corpus
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Figure 1: Traditional TM-augmented NMT framework. 

# System Retriever Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test

Existing NMT systems*
Gu et al. (2018) source similarity 63.16 62.94 - - - - - -
Zhang et al. (2018) source similarity 63.97 64.30 61.50 61.56 60.10 60.26 55.54 55.14
Xia et al. (2019) source similarity 66.37 66.21 62.50 62.76 61.85 61.72 57.43 56.88

Our NMT systems
1

this work

None 64.25 64.07 62.27 61.54 59.82 60.76 55.01 54.90
2 source similarity 66.98 66.48 63.04 62.76 63.62 63.85 57.88 57.53
3 cross-lingual (fixed) 66.68 66.24 63.06 62.73 63.25 63.06 57.61 56.97
4 cross-lingual (fixed Etgt)† 67.66 67.16 63.73 63.22 64.39 64.01 58.12 57.92
5 cross-lingual† 67.73 67.42 64.18 63.86 64.48 64.62 58.77 58.42

Table 2: Experimental results (BLEU scores) on four translation tasks. ⇤Results are from Xia et al. (2019). †The
two variants of our method (model #4 and model #5) are significantly better than other baselines with p-value <
0.01, tested by bootstrap re-sampling (Koehn, 2004).

4.2 Conventional Experiments

Following prior work in TM-augmented NMT, we
first conduct experiments in a setting where the
bilingual training corpus is the only source for TM.

Data We use the JRC-Acquis corpus (Steinberger
et al., 2006) for our experiments. The JRC-Acquis
corpus contains the total body of European Union
(EU) law applicable to the EU member states.
This corpus was also used by Gu et al. (2018);
Zhang et al. (2018); Xia et al. (2019) and we
managed to get the datasets originally prepro-
cessed by Gu et al. (2018), making it possible
to fairly compare our results with previously re-
ported BLEU scores. Specifically, we select four
translation directions, namely, Spanish)English
(Es)En), En)Es, German)English (De)En),
and En)De, for evaluation. Detailed data statistics
are shown in Table 1.

Models To study the effect of each model com-
ponent, we implement a series of model variants
(model #1 to #5 in Table 2).

1. NMT without TM. To measure the help from
TM, we remove the model components re-
lated to TM (including the retrieval model
and the memory encoder), and only employ
the encoder-decoder architecture for NMT.
The resulted model is equivalent to the Trans-
former Base model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2. TM-augmented NMT using source similar-
ity search. To isolate the effect of architec-
tural changes in NMT models, we replace
our cross-lingual memory retriever with tradi-
tional source-side similarity search. Specifi-
cally, we use the fuzzy match system used in

Xia et al. (2019) and many others, which is
based on BM25 and edit distance.

3. TM-augmented NMT using pre-trained cross-
lingual retriever. To study the effect of end-to-
end task-specific optimization of the retrieval
model, we pre-train the retrieval model using
the cross-alignment tasks introduced in §3.4
and keep it fixed in the following NMT train-
ing.

4. Our full model using a fixed TM index; Af-
ter pre-training, we fix the parameter of Etgt
during NMT training.

5. Our full model trained with asynchronous in-
dex refresh.

Results The results of the above models are pre-
sented in Table 2. We have the following observa-
tions: (1) Our full model trained with asynchronous
index refresh (model #5) delivers the best perfor-
mance on test sets across all four translation tasks,
outperforming the non-TM baseline (model #1)
by 3.26 BLEU points in average and up to 3.86
BLEU points (De)En). This result confirms that
monolingual TM can boost NMT performance; (2)
The end-to-end learning of the retriever model is
the key for substantial performance improvement.
We can see that using a pre-trained fixed cross-
lingual retriever only gives moderate test perfor-
mance, fine-tuning Esrc and fixing Etgt significantly
boosts the performance, and fine-tuning both Esrc
and Etgt leads to the strongest performance (model
#5>model #4>model #3); (3) Cross-lingual re-
trieval (model #4 and model #5) can obtain better
results than that of the source similarity search
(model #2). This is remarkable since the cross-
lingual retrieval only requires monolingual TM,

Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.

while the source similarity search relies on bilin-
gual TM. We attribute the success, again, to the end-
to-end adaptability of our cross-lingual retriever.
This is manifested by the fact that model #3 even
slightly underperforms model #2 in some of trans-
lation tasks.

Contrast to Previous Bilingual TM Systems
We also compare our results with the best previ-
ously reported models.2 We can see that our results
significantly outperform previous arts. Notably, our
best model (model #5) surpasses the best reported
model (Xia et al., 2019) by 1.69 BLEU points in av-
erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
result verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
models. In fact, we can see that our translation
model using traditional similarity search (model
#2) already outperforms the best previously re-
ported results, which reveals that the architectural
design of our translation model is surprisingly ef-
fective despite its simplicity.

4.3 Low-Resource Scenarios
One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
vates us to conduct experiments in low-resource
scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.

2Some recent work used different datasets other than JRC-
Acquis with unspecified data split, which makes it hard to
make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.

Data We create low-resource scenarios by ran-
domly partitioning each training set in JRC-Acquis
corpus into four subsets of equal size. We set up
two series of experiments: (1) We only use the
bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in §4.2, the model trained with
asynchronous index refresh (model #5) is slightly
better than the model using fixed Etgt (model #4),
however, the computational cost of training model
#5 is much bigger. For simplicity and environmen-
tal consideration, we only test model #4 in low-
resource scenarios. Nevertheless, we note there
are still two modeling choices: (1) train the model
once with the TM limited to training pairs and
only enlarge the TM during testing; (2) re-train the
model with every enlarged TM. Note that when
using the first choice, the model may retrieve a
TM sentence that has never been seen during train-
ing. To measure the performance improvements
from additional monolingual TM, we also include
a Transformer Base baseline (model #1, denoted as
base) and a bilingual TM baseline (model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),

Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.

while the source similarity search relies on bilin-
gual TM. We attribute the success, again, to the end-
to-end adaptability of our cross-lingual retriever.
This is manifested by the fact that model #3 even
slightly underperforms model #2 in some of trans-
lation tasks.

Contrast to Previous Bilingual TM Systems
We also compare our results with the best previ-
ously reported models.2 We can see that our results
significantly outperform previous arts. Notably, our
best model (model #5) surpasses the best reported
model (Xia et al., 2019) by 1.69 BLEU points in av-
erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
result verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
models. In fact, we can see that our translation
model using traditional similarity search (model
#2) already outperforms the best previously re-
ported results, which reveals that the architectural
design of our translation model is surprisingly ef-
fective despite its simplicity.

4.3 Low-Resource Scenarios
One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
vates us to conduct experiments in low-resource
scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.

2Some recent work used different datasets other than JRC-
Acquis with unspecified data split, which makes it hard to
make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.

Data We create low-resource scenarios by ran-
domly partitioning each training set in JRC-Acquis
corpus into four subsets of equal size. We set up
two series of experiments: (1) We only use the
bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in §4.2, the model trained with
asynchronous index refresh (model #5) is slightly
better than the model using fixed Etgt (model #4),
however, the computational cost of training model
#5 is much bigger. For simplicity and environmen-
tal consideration, we only test model #4 in low-
resource scenarios. Nevertheless, we note there
are still two modeling choices: (1) train the model
once with the TM limited to training pairs and
only enlarge the TM during testing; (2) re-train the
model with every enlarged TM. Note that when
using the first choice, the model may retrieve a
TM sentence that has never been seen during train-
ing. To measure the performance improvements
from additional monolingual TM, we also include
a Transformer Base baseline (model #1, denoted as
base) and a bilingual TM baseline (model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation

Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg

(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the experi-
ments in §4.3, we only use one fourth of bilingual
pairs for training. The target side of the remaining
data is treated as additional monolingual data for
building domain-specific TM, and the source side
is discarded. The data statistics can be found in the
upper block of Table 4. The dev and test sets for
each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in §4.3, we train our model
using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage of
our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,
2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation

Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg

(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the experi-
ments in §4.3, we only use one fourth of bilingual
pairs for training. The target side of the remaining
data is treated as additional monolingual data for
building domain-specific TM, and the source side
is discarded. The data statistics can be found in the
upper block of Table 4. The dev and test sets for
each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in §4.3, we train our model
using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage of
our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,
2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific

• Significant improvements over non-TM NMT model, even outperforming previous bilingual TM-augmented baselines. 
• Substantial translation quality boost in low-resource scenarios by utilizing more monolingual TM. (work w/ back-translation)
• Strong cross-domain transferability by hot-swapping domain-specific monolingual TM. 
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relevant sentences can be reduced to Maximum In-
ner Product Search (MIPS). With performant data
structures and search algorithms (e.g., Shrivastava
and Li, 2014; Malkov and Yashunin, 2018), the
retrieval can be done efficiently.

Specifically, we define the relevance score
f(x, z) between the source sentence x and the can-
didate sentence z as the dot product of their dense
vector representations:

f(x, z) = Esrc(x)
TEtgt(z)

where Esrc and Etgt are the source sentence encoder
and the target sentence encoder that map x and z to
d-dimensional vectors respectively. We implement
the two sentence encoders using two independent
Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017). For an input
sentence, we prepend the [BOS] token to its to-
ken sequence and then feed it into a Transformer.
We take the representation at the [BOS] token as
the output (denoted Trans{src,tgt}({x, z})), and per-
form a linear projection (W{src,tgt}) to reduce the
dimensionality of the vector. Finally, we normal-
ize the vectors to regulate the range of relevance
scores.

Esrc(x) = normalize(WsrcTranssrc(x))
Etgt(z) = normalize(WtgtTranstgt(z))

The normalized vectors have zero means and unit
lengths. Therefore, the relevance scores always
fall in the interval [�1, 1]. We let ✓ denote all
parameters associated with the retrieval model.

In practice, the dense representations of all sen-
tences in TM can be pre-computed and indexed us-
ing FAISS (Johnson et al., 2019), an open-source
toolkit for efficient vector search. Given a source
sentence x in hand, we compute the vector rep-
resentation vx = Esrc(x) and retrieve the top M
target sentences with vectors closest to vx.

3.3 Translation Model
Given a source sentence x, a small set of relevant
TM {zi}Mi=1, and relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1,
the translation model defines the conditional proba-
bility p(y|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )).

Our translation model is built upon the standard
encoder-decoder NMT model (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Vaswani et al., 2017): the (source) encoder
transforms the source sentence x into dense vec-
tor representations. The decoder generates an out-
put sequence y in an auto-regressive fashion. At
each time step t, the decoder attends over both

previously generated sequence y1:t�1 and the out-
put of the source encoder, generating a hidden
state ht. The hidden state ht is then converted
to next-token probabilities through a linear pro-
jection followed by softmax function, i.e., Pv =
softmax(Wvht + bv).

To accommodate the extra memory input, we
extend the standard encoder-decoder NMT frame-
work with a memory encoder and allow cross-
attention from the decoder to the memory encoder.
Specifically, the memory encoder encodes each TM
sentence zi individually, resulting in a set of con-
textualized token embeddings {zi,k}Li

k=1, where Li

is the length of the token sequence zi. We compute
a cross attention over all TM sentences:

↵ij =
exp(ht

TWmzi,j))PM
i=1

PLi
k=1 exp(ht

TWmzi,k)
(1)

ct = Wc
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LiX
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where ↵ij is the attention score of the j-th token
in zi, ct is a weighted combination of memory em-
beddings, and Wm and Wc are trainable matrices.
The cross attention is used twice during decod-
ing. First, the decoder’s hidden state ht is updated
by a weighted sum of memory embeddings, i.e.,
ht = ht + ct. Second, we consider each attention
score as a probability of copying the corresponding
token (Gu et al., 2016; See et al., 2017). Formally,
the next-token probabilities are computed as:

p(yt|·) = (1� �t)Pv(yt) + �t

MX

i=1

LiX

j=1

↵ij1zij=yt

where 1 is the indicator function and �t is a gating
variable computed by another feed-forward net-
work �t = g(ht, ct).

Inspired by Lewis et al. (2020a), to enable the
gradient flow from the translation output to the
retrieval model, we bias the attention scores with
the relevance scores, rewriting Eq. (1) as:

↵ij =
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TWmzi,j + �f(x, zi))PM
i=1

PLi
k=1 exp(ht

TWmzi,k + �f(x, zi))
(2)

where � is a trainable scalar that controls the weight
of the relevance scores. We let � denote all param-
eters associated with the translation model.

3.4 Training
We optimize the model parameters ✓ and
� using stochastic gradient descent on

relevant sentences can be reduced to Maximum In-
ner Product Search (MIPS). With performant data
structures and search algorithms (e.g., Shrivastava
and Li, 2014; Malkov and Yashunin, 2018), the
retrieval can be done efficiently.

Specifically, we define the relevance score
f(x, z) between the source sentence x and the can-
didate sentence z as the dot product of their dense
vector representations:

f(x, z) = Esrc(x)
TEtgt(z)
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The cross attention is used twice during decod-
ing. First, the decoder’s hidden state ht is updated
by a weighted sum of memory embeddings, i.e.,
ht = ht + ct. Second, we consider each attention
score as a probability of copying the corresponding
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Inspired by Lewis et al. (2020a), to enable the
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OUR FRAMEWORK

� Monolingual Memory
• directly connects source-side input and target-side memories.
• abundant data in the target language can be used as TM.

� Task-Specific Retrieval
• unifies the memory retriever and the downstream NMT model into a learnable whole.
• memory retrieval can be end-to-end optimized for the translation objective.

� Fast Retrieval
• The selection of the most relevant memories can be reduced to Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS).
• With off-the-shelf vector search toolkit (FAISS),  the search can be made incredibly efficient.
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Figure 1: Overall framework. For an input sentence x in the source language, the retrieval model uses Maximum
Inner Product Search (MIPS) to find the top-M TM sentences {zi}Mi=1 in the target language. The translation
model takes {zi}Mi=1 and corresponding relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 as input and generate the translation y.

and other knowledge-intensive generation (Lewis
et al., 2020b). It can be observed that there is a
shift from using off-the-shelf search engines to
learning task-specific retrievers. Our work draws
inspiration from this line of research. However,
retrieval-guided generation has so far been mainly
investigated for knowledge retrieval in the same
language. The memory retrieval in this work is
more challenging due to the cross-lingual setting.

NMT using Monolingual Data To our knowl-
edge, the integration of monolingual data for NMT
was first investigated by Gulcehre et al. (2015), who
separately trained target-side language models us-
ing monolingual data, and then integrated them dur-
ing decoding either through re-scoring the beam, or
by feeding the hidden state of the language model
to the NMT model. Jean et al. (2015) also explored
re-ranking the NMT output with a n-gram language
model. Another successful method for leveraging
monolingual data in NMT is back-translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016; Fadaee et al., 2017; Edunov et al.,
2018; He et al., 2016), where a reverse translation
model is used to translate monolingual sentences
from the target language to the source language to
generate synthetic parallel sentences. Recent stud-
ies (Jiao et al., 2021; He et al., 2019) showed that
self-training, where the synthetic parallel sentences
are created by translating monolingual sentences
in the source language, is also helpful. Our method
is orthogonal to previous work and bears a unique
feature: it can use more monolingual data without
re-training (see §4.3).

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 Overview

Our approach decomposes the whole translation
processing into two steps: retrieve, then generate.

The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
The Translation Memory (TM) in our approach
is a collection of sentences in the target language
Z . Given an input x in the source language, the re-
trieval model first selects a number of possibly help-
ful sentences {zi}Mi=1 from Z , where M ⌧ |Z|, ac-
cording to a relevance function f(x, zi). Then, the
translation model conditions on both the retrieved
set {(zi, f(x, zi)}Mi=1 and the original input x to
generate the output y using a probabilistic model
p(y|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )). Note that
the relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 are also part of
the input to the translation model, encouraging the
translation model to focus more on more relevant
sentences. During training, maximizing the likeli-
hood of the translation references improves both
the translation model and the retrieval model.

3.2 Retrieval Model
The retrieval model is responsible for selecting the
most relevant sentences for a source sentence from
a large monolingual TM. This could involve mea-
suring the relevance scores between the source sen-
tence and millions of candidate target sentences,
which poses a serious computational challenge. To
address this, we implement the retrieval model us-
ing a simple dual-encoder framework (Bromley
et al., 1993) such that the selection of the most
relevant sentences can be reduced to Maximum In-
ner Product Search (MIPS). With performant data
structures and search algorithms (e.g., Shrivastava
and Li, 2014; Malkov and Yashunin, 2018), the
retrieval can be done efficiently.

Specifically, we define the relevance score
f(x, z) between the source sentence x and the can-
didate sentence z as the dot product of their dense
vector representations:

f(x, z) = Esrc(x)
TEtgt(z)
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Figure 1: Traditional TM-augmented NMT framework. 

# System Retriever Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test

Existing NMT systems*
Gu et al. (2018) source similarity 63.16 62.94 - - - - - -
Zhang et al. (2018) source similarity 63.97 64.30 61.50 61.56 60.10 60.26 55.54 55.14
Xia et al. (2019) source similarity 66.37 66.21 62.50 62.76 61.85 61.72 57.43 56.88

Our NMT systems
1

this work

None 64.25 64.07 62.27 61.54 59.82 60.76 55.01 54.90
2 source similarity 66.98 66.48 63.04 62.76 63.62 63.85 57.88 57.53
3 cross-lingual (fixed) 66.68 66.24 63.06 62.73 63.25 63.06 57.61 56.97
4 cross-lingual (fixed Etgt)† 67.66 67.16 63.73 63.22 64.39 64.01 58.12 57.92
5 cross-lingual† 67.73 67.42 64.18 63.86 64.48 64.62 58.77 58.42

Table 2: Experimental results (BLEU scores) on four translation tasks. ⇤Results are from Xia et al. (2019). †The
two variants of our method (model #4 and model #5) are significantly better than other baselines with p-value <
0.01, tested by bootstrap re-sampling (Koehn, 2004).

4.2 Conventional Experiments

Following prior work in TM-augmented NMT, we
first conduct experiments in a setting where the
bilingual training corpus is the only source for TM.

Data We use the JRC-Acquis corpus (Steinberger
et al., 2006) for our experiments. The JRC-Acquis
corpus contains the total body of European Union
(EU) law applicable to the EU member states.
This corpus was also used by Gu et al. (2018);
Zhang et al. (2018); Xia et al. (2019) and we
managed to get the datasets originally prepro-
cessed by Gu et al. (2018), making it possible
to fairly compare our results with previously re-
ported BLEU scores. Specifically, we select four
translation directions, namely, Spanish)English
(Es)En), En)Es, German)English (De)En),
and En)De, for evaluation. Detailed data statistics
are shown in Table 1.

Models To study the effect of each model com-
ponent, we implement a series of model variants
(model #1 to #5 in Table 2).

1. NMT without TM. To measure the help from
TM, we remove the model components re-
lated to TM (including the retrieval model
and the memory encoder), and only employ
the encoder-decoder architecture for NMT.
The resulted model is equivalent to the Trans-
former Base model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2. TM-augmented NMT using source similar-
ity search. To isolate the effect of architec-
tural changes in NMT models, we replace
our cross-lingual memory retriever with tradi-
tional source-side similarity search. Specifi-
cally, we use the fuzzy match system used in

Xia et al. (2019) and many others, which is
based on BM25 and edit distance.

3. TM-augmented NMT using pre-trained cross-
lingual retriever. To study the effect of end-to-
end task-specific optimization of the retrieval
model, we pre-train the retrieval model using
the cross-alignment tasks introduced in §3.4
and keep it fixed in the following NMT train-
ing.

4. Our full model using a fixed TM index; Af-
ter pre-training, we fix the parameter of Etgt
during NMT training.

5. Our full model trained with asynchronous in-
dex refresh.

Results The results of the above models are pre-
sented in Table 2. We have the following observa-
tions: (1) Our full model trained with asynchronous
index refresh (model #5) delivers the best perfor-
mance on test sets across all four translation tasks,
outperforming the non-TM baseline (model #1)
by 3.26 BLEU points in average and up to 3.86
BLEU points (De)En). This result confirms that
monolingual TM can boost NMT performance; (2)
The end-to-end learning of the retriever model is
the key for substantial performance improvement.
We can see that using a pre-trained fixed cross-
lingual retriever only gives moderate test perfor-
mance, fine-tuning Esrc and fixing Etgt significantly
boosts the performance, and fine-tuning both Esrc
and Etgt leads to the strongest performance (model
#5>model #4>model #3); (3) Cross-lingual re-
trieval (model #4 and model #5) can obtain better
results than that of the source similarity search
(model #2). This is remarkable since the cross-
lingual retrieval only requires monolingual TM,

Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.

while the source similarity search relies on bilin-
gual TM. We attribute the success, again, to the end-
to-end adaptability of our cross-lingual retriever.
This is manifested by the fact that model #3 even
slightly underperforms model #2 in some of trans-
lation tasks.

Contrast to Previous Bilingual TM Systems
We also compare our results with the best previ-
ously reported models.2 We can see that our results
significantly outperform previous arts. Notably, our
best model (model #5) surpasses the best reported
model (Xia et al., 2019) by 1.69 BLEU points in av-
erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
result verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
models. In fact, we can see that our translation
model using traditional similarity search (model
#2) already outperforms the best previously re-
ported results, which reveals that the architectural
design of our translation model is surprisingly ef-
fective despite its simplicity.

4.3 Low-Resource Scenarios
One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
vates us to conduct experiments in low-resource
scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.

2Some recent work used different datasets other than JRC-
Acquis with unspecified data split, which makes it hard to
make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.

Data We create low-resource scenarios by ran-
domly partitioning each training set in JRC-Acquis
corpus into four subsets of equal size. We set up
two series of experiments: (1) We only use the
bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in §4.2, the model trained with
asynchronous index refresh (model #5) is slightly
better than the model using fixed Etgt (model #4),
however, the computational cost of training model
#5 is much bigger. For simplicity and environmen-
tal consideration, we only test model #4 in low-
resource scenarios. Nevertheless, we note there
are still two modeling choices: (1) train the model
once with the TM limited to training pairs and
only enlarge the TM during testing; (2) re-train the
model with every enlarged TM. Note that when
using the first choice, the model may retrieve a
TM sentence that has never been seen during train-
ing. To measure the performance improvements
from additional monolingual TM, we also include
a Transformer Base baseline (model #1, denoted as
base) and a bilingual TM baseline (model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),

Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.
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erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
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ported results, which reveals that the architectural
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fective despite its simplicity.
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One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
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scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.
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make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.
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bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in §4.2, the model trained with
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better than the model using fixed Etgt (model #4),
however, the computational cost of training model
#5 is much bigger. For simplicity and environmen-
tal consideration, we only test model #4 in low-
resource scenarios. Nevertheless, we note there
are still two modeling choices: (1) train the model
once with the TM limited to training pairs and
only enlarge the TM during testing; (2) re-train the
model with every enlarged TM. Note that when
using the first choice, the model may retrieve a
TM sentence that has never been seen during train-
ing. To measure the performance improvements
from additional monolingual TM, we also include
a Transformer Base baseline (model #1, denoted as
base) and a bilingual TM baseline (model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation

Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg

(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the experi-
ments in §4.3, we only use one fourth of bilingual
pairs for training. The target side of the remaining
data is treated as additional monolingual data for
building domain-specific TM, and the source side
is discarded. The data statistics can be found in the
upper block of Table 4. The dev and test sets for
each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in §4.3, we train our model
using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage of
our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,
2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific
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tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation

Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg

(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the experi-
ments in §4.3, we only use one fourth of bilingual
pairs for training. The target side of the remaining
data is treated as additional monolingual data for
building domain-specific TM, and the source side
is discarded. The data statistics can be found in the
upper block of Table 4. The dev and test sets for
each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in §4.3, we train our model
using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage of
our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,
2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific

• Significant improvements over non-TM NMT model, even outperforming previous bilingual TM-augmented baselines. 
• Substantial translation quality boost in low-resource scenarios by utilizing more monolingual TM. (work w/ back-translation)
• Strong cross-domain transferability by hot-swapping domain-specific monolingual TM. 
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Our Framework

• Changes to standard translation models (Transformer) 

• A separate memory encoder for retrieved TM. 

• The decoder attends over the output of both the source encoder and the memory 
encoder.
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Neural Machine Translation with Monolingual Translation Memory  
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Prior work has proved that Translation memory (TM) can boost the 
performance of Neural Machine Translation (NMT). In contrast to 
existing work that uses bilingual corpus as TM and employs source-
side  similarity  search  for  memory  retrieval,  we  propose  a  new 
framework that uses monolingual memory and performs learnable 
memory retrieval in a cross-lingual manner.

OUR FRAMEWORK

� Monolingual Memory
• directly connects source-side input and target-side memories.
• abundant data in the target language can be used as TM.

� Task-Specific Retrieval
• unifies the memory retriever and the downstream NMT model into a learnable whole.
• memory retrieval can be end-to-end optimized for the translation objective.

� Fast Retrieval
• The selection of the most relevant memories can be reduced to Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS).
• With off-the-shelf vector search toolkit (FAISS),  the search can be made incredibly efficient.
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Figure 1: Overall framework. For an input sentence x in the source language, the retrieval model uses Maximum
Inner Product Search (MIPS) to find the top-M TM sentences {zi}Mi=1 in the target language. The translation
model takes {zi}Mi=1 and corresponding relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 as input and generate the translation y.

and other knowledge-intensive generation (Lewis
et al., 2020b). It can be observed that there is a
shift from using off-the-shelf search engines to
learning task-specific retrievers. Our work draws
inspiration from this line of research. However,
retrieval-guided generation has so far been mainly
investigated for knowledge retrieval in the same
language. The memory retrieval in this work is
more challenging due to the cross-lingual setting.

NMT using Monolingual Data To our knowl-
edge, the integration of monolingual data for NMT
was first investigated by Gulcehre et al. (2015), who
separately trained target-side language models us-
ing monolingual data, and then integrated them dur-
ing decoding either through re-scoring the beam, or
by feeding the hidden state of the language model
to the NMT model. Jean et al. (2015) also explored
re-ranking the NMT output with a n-gram language
model. Another successful method for leveraging
monolingual data in NMT is back-translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016; Fadaee et al., 2017; Edunov et al.,
2018; He et al., 2016), where a reverse translation
model is used to translate monolingual sentences
from the target language to the source language to
generate synthetic parallel sentences. Recent stud-
ies (Jiao et al., 2021; He et al., 2019) showed that
self-training, where the synthetic parallel sentences
are created by translating monolingual sentences
in the source language, is also helpful. Our method
is orthogonal to previous work and bears a unique
feature: it can use more monolingual data without
re-training (see §4.3).

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 Overview

Our approach decomposes the whole translation
processing into two steps: retrieve, then generate.

The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
The Translation Memory (TM) in our approach
is a collection of sentences in the target language
Z . Given an input x in the source language, the re-
trieval model first selects a number of possibly help-
ful sentences {zi}Mi=1 from Z , where M ⌧ |Z|, ac-
cording to a relevance function f(x, zi). Then, the
translation model conditions on both the retrieved
set {(zi, f(x, zi)}Mi=1 and the original input x to
generate the output y using a probabilistic model
p(y|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )). Note that
the relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 are also part of
the input to the translation model, encouraging the
translation model to focus more on more relevant
sentences. During training, maximizing the likeli-
hood of the translation references improves both
the translation model and the retrieval model.

3.2 Retrieval Model
The retrieval model is responsible for selecting the
most relevant sentences for a source sentence from
a large monolingual TM. This could involve mea-
suring the relevance scores between the source sen-
tence and millions of candidate target sentences,
which poses a serious computational challenge. To
address this, we implement the retrieval model us-
ing a simple dual-encoder framework (Bromley
et al., 1993) such that the selection of the most
relevant sentences can be reduced to Maximum In-
ner Product Search (MIPS). With performant data
structures and search algorithms (e.g., Shrivastava
and Li, 2014; Malkov and Yashunin, 2018), the
retrieval can be done efficiently.

Specifically, we define the relevance score
f(x, z) between the source sentence x and the can-
didate sentence z as the dot product of their dense
vector representations:

f(x, z) = Esrc(x)
TEtgt(z)

Input: The film Captain Marvel will be 
released next Wednesday. 

similarity search

Source sentence: Captain Marvel is a 
superhero film produced by Marvel Studio. 

Target sentence: �
�������	��
��������	

Translation 
Model

Translation Memory

Output

Bilingual
corpus

2

Figure 1: Traditional TM-augmented NMT framework. 

# System Retriever Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test

Existing NMT systems*
Gu et al. (2018) source similarity 63.16 62.94 - - - - - -
Zhang et al. (2018) source similarity 63.97 64.30 61.50 61.56 60.10 60.26 55.54 55.14
Xia et al. (2019) source similarity 66.37 66.21 62.50 62.76 61.85 61.72 57.43 56.88

Our NMT systems
1

this work

None 64.25 64.07 62.27 61.54 59.82 60.76 55.01 54.90
2 source similarity 66.98 66.48 63.04 62.76 63.62 63.85 57.88 57.53
3 cross-lingual (fixed) 66.68 66.24 63.06 62.73 63.25 63.06 57.61 56.97
4 cross-lingual (fixed Etgt)† 67.66 67.16 63.73 63.22 64.39 64.01 58.12 57.92
5 cross-lingual† 67.73 67.42 64.18 63.86 64.48 64.62 58.77 58.42

Table 2: Experimental results (BLEU scores) on four translation tasks. ⇤Results are from Xia et al. (2019). †The
two variants of our method (model #4 and model #5) are significantly better than other baselines with p-value <
0.01, tested by bootstrap re-sampling (Koehn, 2004).

4.2 Conventional Experiments

Following prior work in TM-augmented NMT, we
first conduct experiments in a setting where the
bilingual training corpus is the only source for TM.

Data We use the JRC-Acquis corpus (Steinberger
et al., 2006) for our experiments. The JRC-Acquis
corpus contains the total body of European Union
(EU) law applicable to the EU member states.
This corpus was also used by Gu et al. (2018);
Zhang et al. (2018); Xia et al. (2019) and we
managed to get the datasets originally prepro-
cessed by Gu et al. (2018), making it possible
to fairly compare our results with previously re-
ported BLEU scores. Specifically, we select four
translation directions, namely, Spanish)English
(Es)En), En)Es, German)English (De)En),
and En)De, for evaluation. Detailed data statistics
are shown in Table 1.

Models To study the effect of each model com-
ponent, we implement a series of model variants
(model #1 to #5 in Table 2).

1. NMT without TM. To measure the help from
TM, we remove the model components re-
lated to TM (including the retrieval model
and the memory encoder), and only employ
the encoder-decoder architecture for NMT.
The resulted model is equivalent to the Trans-
former Base model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2. TM-augmented NMT using source similar-
ity search. To isolate the effect of architec-
tural changes in NMT models, we replace
our cross-lingual memory retriever with tradi-
tional source-side similarity search. Specifi-
cally, we use the fuzzy match system used in

Xia et al. (2019) and many others, which is
based on BM25 and edit distance.

3. TM-augmented NMT using pre-trained cross-
lingual retriever. To study the effect of end-to-
end task-specific optimization of the retrieval
model, we pre-train the retrieval model using
the cross-alignment tasks introduced in §3.4
and keep it fixed in the following NMT train-
ing.

4. Our full model using a fixed TM index; Af-
ter pre-training, we fix the parameter of Etgt
during NMT training.

5. Our full model trained with asynchronous in-
dex refresh.

Results The results of the above models are pre-
sented in Table 2. We have the following observa-
tions: (1) Our full model trained with asynchronous
index refresh (model #5) delivers the best perfor-
mance on test sets across all four translation tasks,
outperforming the non-TM baseline (model #1)
by 3.26 BLEU points in average and up to 3.86
BLEU points (De)En). This result confirms that
monolingual TM can boost NMT performance; (2)
The end-to-end learning of the retriever model is
the key for substantial performance improvement.
We can see that using a pre-trained fixed cross-
lingual retriever only gives moderate test perfor-
mance, fine-tuning Esrc and fixing Etgt significantly
boosts the performance, and fine-tuning both Esrc
and Etgt leads to the strongest performance (model
#5>model #4>model #3); (3) Cross-lingual re-
trieval (model #4 and model #5) can obtain better
results than that of the source similarity search
(model #2). This is remarkable since the cross-
lingual retrieval only requires monolingual TM,

Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.

while the source similarity search relies on bilin-
gual TM. We attribute the success, again, to the end-
to-end adaptability of our cross-lingual retriever.
This is manifested by the fact that model #3 even
slightly underperforms model #2 in some of trans-
lation tasks.

Contrast to Previous Bilingual TM Systems
We also compare our results with the best previ-
ously reported models.2 We can see that our results
significantly outperform previous arts. Notably, our
best model (model #5) surpasses the best reported
model (Xia et al., 2019) by 1.69 BLEU points in av-
erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
result verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
models. In fact, we can see that our translation
model using traditional similarity search (model
#2) already outperforms the best previously re-
ported results, which reveals that the architectural
design of our translation model is surprisingly ef-
fective despite its simplicity.

4.3 Low-Resource Scenarios
One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
vates us to conduct experiments in low-resource
scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.

2Some recent work used different datasets other than JRC-
Acquis with unspecified data split, which makes it hard to
make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.

Data We create low-resource scenarios by ran-
domly partitioning each training set in JRC-Acquis
corpus into four subsets of equal size. We set up
two series of experiments: (1) We only use the
bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in §4.2, the model trained with
asynchronous index refresh (model #5) is slightly
better than the model using fixed Etgt (model #4),
however, the computational cost of training model
#5 is much bigger. For simplicity and environmen-
tal consideration, we only test model #4 in low-
resource scenarios. Nevertheless, we note there
are still two modeling choices: (1) train the model
once with the TM limited to training pairs and
only enlarge the TM during testing; (2) re-train the
model with every enlarged TM. Note that when
using the first choice, the model may retrieve a
TM sentence that has never been seen during train-
ing. To measure the performance improvements
from additional monolingual TM, we also include
a Transformer Base baseline (model #1, denoted as
base) and a bilingual TM baseline (model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),

Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.

while the source similarity search relies on bilin-
gual TM. We attribute the success, again, to the end-
to-end adaptability of our cross-lingual retriever.
This is manifested by the fact that model #3 even
slightly underperforms model #2 in some of trans-
lation tasks.

Contrast to Previous Bilingual TM Systems
We also compare our results with the best previ-
ously reported models.2 We can see that our results
significantly outperform previous arts. Notably, our
best model (model #5) surpasses the best reported
model (Xia et al., 2019) by 1.69 BLEU points in av-
erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
result verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
models. In fact, we can see that our translation
model using traditional similarity search (model
#2) already outperforms the best previously re-
ported results, which reveals that the architectural
design of our translation model is surprisingly ef-
fective despite its simplicity.

4.3 Low-Resource Scenarios
One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
vates us to conduct experiments in low-resource
scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.

2Some recent work used different datasets other than JRC-
Acquis with unspecified data split, which makes it hard to
make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.

Data We create low-resource scenarios by ran-
domly partitioning each training set in JRC-Acquis
corpus into four subsets of equal size. We set up
two series of experiments: (1) We only use the
bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in §4.2, the model trained with
asynchronous index refresh (model #5) is slightly
better than the model using fixed Etgt (model #4),
however, the computational cost of training model
#5 is much bigger. For simplicity and environmen-
tal consideration, we only test model #4 in low-
resource scenarios. Nevertheless, we note there
are still two modeling choices: (1) train the model
once with the TM limited to training pairs and
only enlarge the TM during testing; (2) re-train the
model with every enlarged TM. Note that when
using the first choice, the model may retrieve a
TM sentence that has never been seen during train-
ing. To measure the performance improvements
from additional monolingual TM, we also include
a Transformer Base baseline (model #1, denoted as
base) and a bilingual TM baseline (model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation

Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg

(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the experi-
ments in §4.3, we only use one fourth of bilingual
pairs for training. The target side of the remaining
data is treated as additional monolingual data for
building domain-specific TM, and the source side
is discarded. The data statistics can be found in the
upper block of Table 4. The dev and test sets for
each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in §4.3, we train our model
using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage of
our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,
2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation

Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg

(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the experi-
ments in §4.3, we only use one fourth of bilingual
pairs for training. The target side of the remaining
data is treated as additional monolingual data for
building domain-specific TM, and the source side
is discarded. The data statistics can be found in the
upper block of Table 4. The dev and test sets for
each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in §4.3, we train our model
using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage of
our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,
2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific

• Significant improvements over non-TM NMT model, even outperforming previous bilingual TM-augmented baselines. 
• Substantial translation quality boost in low-resource scenarios by utilizing more monolingual TM. (work w/ back-translation)
• Strong cross-domain transferability by hot-swapping domain-specific monolingual TM. 

relevant sentences can be reduced to Maximum In-
ner Product Search (MIPS). With performant data
structures and search algorithms (e.g., Shrivastava
and Li, 2014; Malkov and Yashunin, 2018), the
retrieval can be done efficiently.

Specifically, we define the relevance score
f(x, z) between the source sentence x and the can-
didate sentence z as the dot product of their dense
vector representations:

f(x, z) = Esrc(x)
TEtgt(z)

where Esrc and Etgt are the source sentence encoder
and the target sentence encoder that map x and z to
d-dimensional vectors respectively. We implement
the two sentence encoders using two independent
Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017). For an input
sentence, we prepend the [BOS] token to its to-
ken sequence and then feed it into a Transformer.
We take the representation at the [BOS] token as
the output (denoted Trans{src,tgt}({x, z})), and per-
form a linear projection (W{src,tgt}) to reduce the
dimensionality of the vector. Finally, we normal-
ize the vectors to regulate the range of relevance
scores.

Esrc(x) = normalize(WsrcTranssrc(x))
Etgt(z) = normalize(WtgtTranstgt(z))

The normalized vectors have zero means and unit
lengths. Therefore, the relevance scores always
fall in the interval [�1, 1]. We let ✓ denote all
parameters associated with the retrieval model.

In practice, the dense representations of all sen-
tences in TM can be pre-computed and indexed us-
ing FAISS (Johnson et al., 2019), an open-source
toolkit for efficient vector search. Given a source
sentence x in hand, we compute the vector rep-
resentation vx = Esrc(x) and retrieve the top M
target sentences with vectors closest to vx.

3.3 Translation Model
Given a source sentence x, a small set of relevant
TM {zi}Mi=1, and relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1,
the translation model defines the conditional proba-
bility p(y|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )).

Our translation model is built upon the standard
encoder-decoder NMT model (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Vaswani et al., 2017): the (source) encoder
transforms the source sentence x into dense vec-
tor representations. The decoder generates an out-
put sequence y in an auto-regressive fashion. At
each time step t, the decoder attends over both

previously generated sequence y1:t�1 and the out-
put of the source encoder, generating a hidden
state ht. The hidden state ht is then converted
to next-token probabilities through a linear pro-
jection followed by softmax function, i.e., Pv =
softmax(Wvht + bv).

To accommodate the extra memory input, we
extend the standard encoder-decoder NMT frame-
work with a memory encoder and allow cross-
attention from the decoder to the memory encoder.
Specifically, the memory encoder encodes each TM
sentence zi individually, resulting in a set of con-
textualized token embeddings {zi,k}Li

k=1, where Li

is the length of the token sequence zi. We compute
a cross attention over all TM sentences:

↵ij =
exp(ht

TWmzi,j))PM
i=1

PLi
k=1 exp(ht

TWmzi,k)
(1)

ct = Wc

MX

i=1

LiX

j=1

↵ijzi,j

where ↵ij is the attention score of the j-th token
in zi, ct is a weighted combination of memory em-
beddings, and Wm and Wc are trainable matrices.
The cross attention is used twice during decod-
ing. First, the decoder’s hidden state ht is updated
by a weighted sum of memory embeddings, i.e.,
ht = ht + ct. Second, we consider each attention
score as a probability of copying the corresponding
token (Gu et al., 2016; See et al., 2017). Formally,
the next-token probabilities are computed as:

p(yt|·) = (1� �t)Pv(yt) + �t

MX

i=1

LiX

j=1

↵ij1zij=yt

where 1 is the indicator function and �t is a gating
variable computed by another feed-forward net-
work �t = g(ht, ct).

Inspired by Lewis et al. (2020a), to enable the
gradient flow from the translation output to the
retrieval model, we bias the attention scores with
the relevance scores, rewriting Eq. (1) as:

↵ij =
exp(ht

TWmzi,j + �f(x, zi))PM
i=1

PLi
k=1 exp(ht

TWmzi,k + �f(x, zi))
(2)

where � is a trainable scalar that controls the weight
of the relevance scores. We let � denote all param-
eters associated with the translation model.

3.4 Training
We optimize the model parameters ✓ and
� using stochastic gradient descent on
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Neural Machine Translation with Monolingual Translation Memory  
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Prior work has proved that Translation memory (TM) can boost the 
performance of Neural Machine Translation (NMT). In contrast to 
existing work that uses bilingual corpus as TM and employs source-
side  similarity  search  for  memory  retrieval,  we  propose  a  new 
framework that uses monolingual memory and performs learnable 
memory retrieval in a cross-lingual manner.

OUR FRAMEWORK

� Monolingual Memory
• directly connects source-side input and target-side memories.
• abundant data in the target language can be used as TM.

� Task-Specific Retrieval
• unifies the memory retriever and the downstream NMT model into a learnable whole.
• memory retrieval can be end-to-end optimized for the translation objective.

� Fast Retrieval
• The selection of the most relevant memories can be reduced to Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS).
• With off-the-shelf vector search toolkit (FAISS),  the search can be made incredibly efficient.
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Figure 1: Overall framework. For an input sentence x in the source language, the retrieval model uses Maximum
Inner Product Search (MIPS) to find the top-M TM sentences {zi}Mi=1 in the target language. The translation
model takes {zi}Mi=1 and corresponding relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 as input and generate the translation y.

and other knowledge-intensive generation (Lewis
et al., 2020b). It can be observed that there is a
shift from using off-the-shelf search engines to
learning task-specific retrievers. Our work draws
inspiration from this line of research. However,
retrieval-guided generation has so far been mainly
investigated for knowledge retrieval in the same
language. The memory retrieval in this work is
more challenging due to the cross-lingual setting.

NMT using Monolingual Data To our knowl-
edge, the integration of monolingual data for NMT
was first investigated by Gulcehre et al. (2015), who
separately trained target-side language models us-
ing monolingual data, and then integrated them dur-
ing decoding either through re-scoring the beam, or
by feeding the hidden state of the language model
to the NMT model. Jean et al. (2015) also explored
re-ranking the NMT output with a n-gram language
model. Another successful method for leveraging
monolingual data in NMT is back-translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016; Fadaee et al., 2017; Edunov et al.,
2018; He et al., 2016), where a reverse translation
model is used to translate monolingual sentences
from the target language to the source language to
generate synthetic parallel sentences. Recent stud-
ies (Jiao et al., 2021; He et al., 2019) showed that
self-training, where the synthetic parallel sentences
are created by translating monolingual sentences
in the source language, is also helpful. Our method
is orthogonal to previous work and bears a unique
feature: it can use more monolingual data without
re-training (see §4.3).

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 Overview

Our approach decomposes the whole translation
processing into two steps: retrieve, then generate.

The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
The Translation Memory (TM) in our approach
is a collection of sentences in the target language
Z . Given an input x in the source language, the re-
trieval model first selects a number of possibly help-
ful sentences {zi}Mi=1 from Z , where M ⌧ |Z|, ac-
cording to a relevance function f(x, zi). Then, the
translation model conditions on both the retrieved
set {(zi, f(x, zi)}Mi=1 and the original input x to
generate the output y using a probabilistic model
p(y|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )). Note that
the relevance scores {f(x, zi)}Mi=1 are also part of
the input to the translation model, encouraging the
translation model to focus more on more relevant
sentences. During training, maximizing the likeli-
hood of the translation references improves both
the translation model and the retrieval model.

3.2 Retrieval Model
The retrieval model is responsible for selecting the
most relevant sentences for a source sentence from
a large monolingual TM. This could involve mea-
suring the relevance scores between the source sen-
tence and millions of candidate target sentences,
which poses a serious computational challenge. To
address this, we implement the retrieval model us-
ing a simple dual-encoder framework (Bromley
et al., 1993) such that the selection of the most
relevant sentences can be reduced to Maximum In-
ner Product Search (MIPS). With performant data
structures and search algorithms (e.g., Shrivastava
and Li, 2014; Malkov and Yashunin, 2018), the
retrieval can be done efficiently.

Specifically, we define the relevance score
f(x, z) between the source sentence x and the can-
didate sentence z as the dot product of their dense
vector representations:

f(x, z) = Esrc(x)
TEtgt(z)

Input: The film Captain Marvel will be 
released next Wednesday. 

similarity search

Source sentence: Captain Marvel is a 
superhero film produced by Marvel Studio. 

Target sentence: �
�������	��
��������	

Translation 
Model

Translation Memory

Output

Bilingual
corpus

2

Figure 1: Traditional TM-augmented NMT framework. 

# System Retriever Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test

Existing NMT systems*
Gu et al. (2018) source similarity 63.16 62.94 - - - - - -
Zhang et al. (2018) source similarity 63.97 64.30 61.50 61.56 60.10 60.26 55.54 55.14
Xia et al. (2019) source similarity 66.37 66.21 62.50 62.76 61.85 61.72 57.43 56.88

Our NMT systems
1

this work

None 64.25 64.07 62.27 61.54 59.82 60.76 55.01 54.90
2 source similarity 66.98 66.48 63.04 62.76 63.62 63.85 57.88 57.53
3 cross-lingual (fixed) 66.68 66.24 63.06 62.73 63.25 63.06 57.61 56.97
4 cross-lingual (fixed Etgt)† 67.66 67.16 63.73 63.22 64.39 64.01 58.12 57.92
5 cross-lingual† 67.73 67.42 64.18 63.86 64.48 64.62 58.77 58.42

Table 2: Experimental results (BLEU scores) on four translation tasks. ⇤Results are from Xia et al. (2019). †The
two variants of our method (model #4 and model #5) are significantly better than other baselines with p-value <
0.01, tested by bootstrap re-sampling (Koehn, 2004).

4.2 Conventional Experiments

Following prior work in TM-augmented NMT, we
first conduct experiments in a setting where the
bilingual training corpus is the only source for TM.

Data We use the JRC-Acquis corpus (Steinberger
et al., 2006) for our experiments. The JRC-Acquis
corpus contains the total body of European Union
(EU) law applicable to the EU member states.
This corpus was also used by Gu et al. (2018);
Zhang et al. (2018); Xia et al. (2019) and we
managed to get the datasets originally prepro-
cessed by Gu et al. (2018), making it possible
to fairly compare our results with previously re-
ported BLEU scores. Specifically, we select four
translation directions, namely, Spanish)English
(Es)En), En)Es, German)English (De)En),
and En)De, for evaluation. Detailed data statistics
are shown in Table 1.

Models To study the effect of each model com-
ponent, we implement a series of model variants
(model #1 to #5 in Table 2).

1. NMT without TM. To measure the help from
TM, we remove the model components re-
lated to TM (including the retrieval model
and the memory encoder), and only employ
the encoder-decoder architecture for NMT.
The resulted model is equivalent to the Trans-
former Base model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2. TM-augmented NMT using source similar-
ity search. To isolate the effect of architec-
tural changes in NMT models, we replace
our cross-lingual memory retriever with tradi-
tional source-side similarity search. Specifi-
cally, we use the fuzzy match system used in

Xia et al. (2019) and many others, which is
based on BM25 and edit distance.

3. TM-augmented NMT using pre-trained cross-
lingual retriever. To study the effect of end-to-
end task-specific optimization of the retrieval
model, we pre-train the retrieval model using
the cross-alignment tasks introduced in §3.4
and keep it fixed in the following NMT train-
ing.

4. Our full model using a fixed TM index; Af-
ter pre-training, we fix the parameter of Etgt
during NMT training.

5. Our full model trained with asynchronous in-
dex refresh.

Results The results of the above models are pre-
sented in Table 2. We have the following observa-
tions: (1) Our full model trained with asynchronous
index refresh (model #5) delivers the best perfor-
mance on test sets across all four translation tasks,
outperforming the non-TM baseline (model #1)
by 3.26 BLEU points in average and up to 3.86
BLEU points (De)En). This result confirms that
monolingual TM can boost NMT performance; (2)
The end-to-end learning of the retriever model is
the key for substantial performance improvement.
We can see that using a pre-trained fixed cross-
lingual retriever only gives moderate test perfor-
mance, fine-tuning Esrc and fixing Etgt significantly
boosts the performance, and fine-tuning both Esrc
and Etgt leads to the strongest performance (model
#5>model #4>model #3); (3) Cross-lingual re-
trieval (model #4 and model #5) can obtain better
results than that of the source similarity search
(model #2). This is remarkable since the cross-
lingual retrieval only requires monolingual TM,

Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.

while the source similarity search relies on bilin-
gual TM. We attribute the success, again, to the end-
to-end adaptability of our cross-lingual retriever.
This is manifested by the fact that model #3 even
slightly underperforms model #2 in some of trans-
lation tasks.

Contrast to Previous Bilingual TM Systems
We also compare our results with the best previ-
ously reported models.2 We can see that our results
significantly outperform previous arts. Notably, our
best model (model #5) surpasses the best reported
model (Xia et al., 2019) by 1.69 BLEU points in av-
erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
result verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
models. In fact, we can see that our translation
model using traditional similarity search (model
#2) already outperforms the best previously re-
ported results, which reveals that the architectural
design of our translation model is surprisingly ef-
fective despite its simplicity.

4.3 Low-Resource Scenarios
One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
vates us to conduct experiments in low-resource
scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.

2Some recent work used different datasets other than JRC-
Acquis with unspecified data split, which makes it hard to
make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.

Data We create low-resource scenarios by ran-
domly partitioning each training set in JRC-Acquis
corpus into four subsets of equal size. We set up
two series of experiments: (1) We only use the
bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in §4.2, the model trained with
asynchronous index refresh (model #5) is slightly
better than the model using fixed Etgt (model #4),
however, the computational cost of training model
#5 is much bigger. For simplicity and environmen-
tal consideration, we only test model #4 in low-
resource scenarios. Nevertheless, we note there
are still two modeling choices: (1) train the model
once with the TM limited to training pairs and
only enlarge the TM during testing; (2) re-train the
model with every enlarged TM. Note that when
using the first choice, the model may retrieve a
TM sentence that has never been seen during train-
ing. To measure the performance improvements
from additional monolingual TM, we also include
a Transformer Base baseline (model #1, denoted as
base) and a bilingual TM baseline (model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),

Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.

while the source similarity search relies on bilin-
gual TM. We attribute the success, again, to the end-
to-end adaptability of our cross-lingual retriever.
This is manifested by the fact that model #3 even
slightly underperforms model #2 in some of trans-
lation tasks.

Contrast to Previous Bilingual TM Systems
We also compare our results with the best previ-
ously reported models.2 We can see that our results
significantly outperform previous arts. Notably, our
best model (model #5) surpasses the best reported
model (Xia et al., 2019) by 1.69 BLEU points in av-
erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
result verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
models. In fact, we can see that our translation
model using traditional similarity search (model
#2) already outperforms the best previously re-
ported results, which reveals that the architectural
design of our translation model is surprisingly ef-
fective despite its simplicity.

4.3 Low-Resource Scenarios
One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
vates us to conduct experiments in low-resource
scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.

2Some recent work used different datasets other than JRC-
Acquis with unspecified data split, which makes it hard to
make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.

Data We create low-resource scenarios by ran-
domly partitioning each training set in JRC-Acquis
corpus into four subsets of equal size. We set up
two series of experiments: (1) We only use the
bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in §4.2, the model trained with
asynchronous index refresh (model #5) is slightly
better than the model using fixed Etgt (model #4),
however, the computational cost of training model
#5 is much bigger. For simplicity and environmen-
tal consideration, we only test model #4 in low-
resource scenarios. Nevertheless, we note there
are still two modeling choices: (1) train the model
once with the TM limited to training pairs and
only enlarge the TM during testing; (2) re-train the
model with every enlarged TM. Note that when
using the first choice, the model may retrieve a
TM sentence that has never been seen during train-
ing. To measure the performance improvements
from additional monolingual TM, we also include
a Transformer Base baseline (model #1, denoted as
base) and a bilingual TM baseline (model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation

Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg

(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the experi-
ments in §4.3, we only use one fourth of bilingual
pairs for training. The target side of the remaining
data is treated as additional monolingual data for
building domain-specific TM, and the source side
is discarded. The data statistics can be found in the
upper block of Table 4. The dev and test sets for
each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in §4.3, we train our model
using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage of
our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,
2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation

Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg

(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the experi-
ments in §4.3, we only use one fourth of bilingual
pairs for training. The target side of the remaining
data is treated as additional monolingual data for
building domain-specific TM, and the source side
is discarded. The data statistics can be found in the
upper block of Table 4. The dev and test sets for
each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in §4.3, we train our model
using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage of
our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,
2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific

• Significant improvements over non-TM NMT model, even outperforming previous bilingual TM-augmented baselines. 
• Substantial translation quality boost in low-resource scenarios by utilizing more monolingual TM. (work w/ back-translation)
• Strong cross-domain transferability by hot-swapping domain-specific monolingual TM. 
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Index Update
• Fixed Etgt (θ)

• Asynchronous Index Refresh

Knowledge Retriever
REALM: Retrieval-Augmented Language Model Pre-Training

els comprehend a single document, Open-QA models must
retain knowledge from millions of documents, since a ques-
tion could be about any of them.

We focus on Open-QA systems that utilize a textual knowl-

edge corpus Z as the knowledge source. Many of these
systems employ a retrieval-based approach: given a ques-
tion x, retrieve potentially relevant documents z from
the corpus Z , and then extract an answer y from the
documents (Brill et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2017; Lee et al.,
2019). Our approach, REALM, is inspired by this
paradigm and extends it to language model pre-training.
Alternatively, some recent work has proposed generation-

based systems that apply a sequence-to-sequence model on
x to directly generate y token-by-token (Lewis et al., 2019;
Raffel et al., 2019). We will compare against state-of-the-
art systems from both paradigms in our experiments.

3. Approach

We start by formalizing REALM’s pre-training and fine-
tuning tasks as a retrieve-then-predict generative process
in Section 3.1. Then in Section 3.2, we describe the model
architectures for each component of that process. In Sec-
tion 3.3, we show how to implement REALM pre-training
and fine-tuning by maximizing the likelihood of REALM’s
generative process. En route, we address important compu-
tational challenges, explain why training works, and also
discuss strategies for injecting useful inductive biases. The
overall framework is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1. REALM’s generative process

For both pre-training and fine-tuning, REALM takes some
input x and learns a distribution p(y |x) over possible out-
puts y. For pre-training, the task is masked language mod-
eling: x is a sentence from a pre-training corpus X with
some tokens masked out, and the model must predict the
value of those missing tokens, y. For fine-tuning, the task
is Open-QA: x is a question, and y is the answer.

REALM decomposes p(y |x) into two steps: retrieve, then
predict. Given an input x, we first retrieve possibly helpful
documents z from a knowledge corpusZ . We model this as
a sample from the distribution p(z |x). Then, we condition
on both the retrieved z and the original input x to generate
the output y—modeled as p(y | z, x). To obtain the overall
likelihood of generating y, we treat z as a latent variable
and marginalize over all possible documents z, yielding

p(y |x) =
!

z!Z

p(y | z, x) p(z |x). (1)

3.2. Model architecture

We now describe the two key components: the
neural knowledge retriever, which models p(z |x),
and the knowledge-augmented encoder, which models
p(y | z, x).

Knowledge Retriever The retriever is defined using a
dense inner product model:

p(z |x) =
exp f(x, z)

"

z! exp f(x, z")
,

f(x, z) = Embedinput(x)
#Embeddoc(z),

where Embedinput and Embeddoc are embedding functions
that map x and z respectively to d-dimensional vectors.
The relevance score f(x, z) between x and z is defined as
the inner product of the vector embeddings. The retrieval
distribution is the softmax over all relevance scores.

We implement the embedding functions using BERT-style
Transformers (Devlin et al., 2018). Following standard
practices, we join spans of text by applying wordpiece tok-
enization, separating them with [SEP] tokens, prefixing a
[CLS] token, and appending a final [SEP] token.

joinBERT(x) = [CLS]x[SEP]

joinBERT(x1, x2) = [CLS]x1[SEP]x2[SEP]

As in Devlin et al. (2018), we pass this into a Transformer,
which produces one vector for each token, including the
vector corresponding to [CLS]which is used as a “pooled”
representation of the sequence (denoted BERTCLS). Finally,
we perform a linear projection to reduce the dimensionality
of the vector, denoted as a projection matrix W:

Embedinput(x) = WinputBERTCLS(joinBERT(x))

Embeddoc(z) = WdocBERTCLS(joinBERT(ztitle, zbody))

where ztitle is the document’s title and zbody is its body. We
let ! denote all parameters associated with the retriever,
which include the Transformer and projection matrices.

Knowledge-Augmented Encoder Given an input x and
a retrieved document z, the knowledge-augmented encoder
defines p(y | z, x). We join x and z into a single sequence
that we feed into a Transformer (distinct from the one used
in the retriever). This allows us to perform rich cross-
attention between x and z before predicting y. See Figure 1
for a concrete example.

At this stage, the architectures for pre-training and fine-
tuning differ slightly. For the masked language model pre-
training task, we must predict the original value of each
[MASK] token in x. To do so, we use the same masked

Summation over all is intractable!  

top k approximation 

fast search is required

Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS)

precompute all document representation

But they are changing in training

REALM: Retrieval-Augmented Language Model Pre-Training

Figure 3. REALM pre-training with asynchronous MIPS re-

freshes.

below, the trainer sends the index builder a snapshot of its
parameters, !!. The trainer then continues to train while the
index builder uses !! to construct a new index in the back-
ground. As soon as the index builder is done, it sends the
new index back to the trainer, and the process repeats.

While asynchronous refreshes can be used for both pre-
training and fine-tuning, in our experiments we only use it
for pre-training. For fine-tuning, we just build the MIPS in-
dex once (using the pre-trained !) for simplicity and do not
update Embeddoc.

3 Note that we still fine-tune Embedinput,
so the retrieval function is still updated from the query side.

What does the retriever learn? Since the knowledge re-
trieval of REALM is latent, it is not obvious how the train-
ing objective encourages meaningful retrievals. Here, we
show how it rewards retrievals that improve prediction ac-
curacy.

For a given query x and document z, recall that f(x, z) is
the “relevance score” that the knowledge retriever assigns
to document z. We can see how a single step of gradient
descent during REALM pre-training alters this score by an-
alyzing the gradient with respect to the parameters of the
knowledge retriever, !:

! log p(y |x) =
!

z"Z

r(z)!f(x, z)

r(z) =

"

p(y | z, x)

p(y |x)
" 1

#

p(z |x).

For each document z, the gradient encourages the retriever
to change the score f(x, z) by r(z) — increasing if r(z)
is positive, and decreasing if negative. The multiplier r(z)
is positive if and only if p(y | z, x) > p(y |x). The term
p(y | z, x) is the probability of predicting the correct output
y when using document z. The term p(y |x) is the expected
value of p(y |x, z) when randomly sampling a document
from p(z |x). Hence, document z receives a positive up-
date whenever it performs better than expected.

3This works because pre-training already yields a good
Embeddoc function. However, it is possible that refreshing the in-
dex would further improve performance.

3.4. Injecting inductive biases into pre-training

In the process of developing REALM, we discovered sev-
eral additional strategies that further guide the model to-
wards meaningful retrievals, described below.

Salient span masking During REALM pre-training, we
want to focus on examples x that require world knowledge
to predict the masked tokens. As explained in Section 2,
some MLM spans only require local context. To focus on
problems that require world knowledge, we mask salient

spans such as “United Kingdom” or “July 1969”. We
use a BERT-based tagger trained on CoNLL-2003 data
(Sang & De Meulder, 2003) to identify named entities, and
a regular expression to identify dates. We select and mask
one of these salient spans within a sentence for the masked
language modeling task. We show that this significantly
outperforms other masking strategies in Section 4.5.

Null document Even with salient span masking, not all
masked tokens require world knowledge to predict. We
model this by adding an empty null document ! to the top
k retrieved documents, allowing appropriate credit to be as-
signed to a consistent sink when no retrieval is necessary.

Prohibiting trivial retrievals If the pre-training corpus
X and the knowledge corpus Z are the same, there exists
a trivial retrieval candidate z that is too informative: if the
masked sentence x comes from document z, the knowledge
augmented encoder can trivially predict y by looking at the
unmasked version of x in z. This results in a large positive
gradient for p(z |x). If this occurs too often, the knowledge
retriever ends up learning to look for exact string matches
between x and z, which does not capture other forms of
relevance. For this reason, we exclude this trivial candidate
during pre-training.

Initialization At the beginning of training, if the retriever
does not have good embeddings for Embedinput(x) and
Embeddoc(z), the retrieved documents z will likely be unre-
lated to x. This causes the knowledge augmented encoder
to learn to ignore the retrieved documents. Once this oc-
curs, the knowledge retriever does not receive a meaning-
ful gradient and cannot improve, creating a vicious cycle.
To avoid this cold-start problem, we warm-start Embedinput
and Embeddoc using a simple training objective known as
the Inverse Cloze Task (ICT) where, given a sentence, the
model is trained to retrieve the document where that sen-
tence came from. We defer to Lee et al. (2019) for de-
tails. For the knowledge-augmented encoder, we warm-
start it with BERT pre-training—specifically, the uncased
BERT-base model (12 layers, 768 hidden units, 12 atten-
tion heads).

asynchronous MIPS refreshes 

12

Etgt

source sentence
encoder !"#$(&)

target sentence 
encoder !()((*)

Translation 
Memory +

�

dense index

Input x
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Experiments

• Conventional Experiments


• Low-resource Scenarios


• Non-parametric Domain Adaptation
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Experimental Setup
the negative log-likelihood loss function
� log p(y⇤|x, z1, f(x, z1), . . . , zM , f(x, zM )),
where y⇤ refers to the reference translation. As
implied by Eq. (2), TM sentences that improve the
likelihood of reference translations should receive
higher attention scores and higher relevance scores,
so gradient descent on the loss function will
improve the quality of the retrieval model as well.

Cross-alignment Pre-training However, if the
retrieval model starts from random initialization,
all top TM sentences zi will likely be unrelated
to x (or equally useless). This leads to a problem
that the retrieval model cannot receive meaningful
gradients and improve, and the translation model
will learn to completely ignore the TM input. To
avoid this cold-start problem, we propose two cross-
alignment tasks to warm-start the retrieval model.

The first task is sentence-level cross-alignment.
This task aims to find the right translation for a
source sentence given a set of other translations,
which is directly related to our retrieval function.
Concretely, We sample B source-target pairs from
the training corpus at each training step. Let X
and Z be the (B ⇥ d) matrix of the source and tar-
get vectors encoded by Esrc and Etgt respectively.
S = XZT is a (B⇥B) matrix of relevance scores,
where each row corresponds to a source sentence
and each column corresponds to a target sentence.
Any (Xi, Zj) pair should be aligned when i = j,
and should not otherwise. The objective is to max-
imize the scores along the diagonal of the matrix
and henceforth reduce the values in other entries.
The loss function can be written as:

L(i)
snt

=
� exp(Sii)

exp(Sii) +
P

j 6=i exp(Sij)
.

The second task is token-level cross-alignment,
which aims to predict the tokens in the target lan-
guage given the source sentence representation and
vice versa. Formally, we use bag-of-words losses:

L(i)
tok

= �
X

wy2Yi

log p(wy|Xi) +
X

wx2Xi

log p(wx|Yi)

where Xi (Yi) represents the set of tokens in the i-th
source (target) sentence and the token probabilities
are computed by a linear projection followed by the
softmax function. The joint loss for pre-training
is 1

B

PB
i=1 L

(i)
snt

+ L(i)
tok

. In practice, we find that
both the sentence-level and token-level objectives
are crucial for achieving superior performance.

Dataset #Train Pairs #Dev Pairs #Test Pairs
En,Es 679,088 2,533 2,596
En,De 699,569 2,454 2,483

Table 1: Data statistics for the JRC-Acquis corpus.

Asynchronous Index Refresh To employ fast
MIPS, we must pre-compute Etgt(z) for every
z 2 Z and build an index. However, the index
cannot remain consistent with the running model
during training as ✓ will be updated over time. One
straightforward solution to fix the parameters of
Etgt after the pre-training described above and only
fine-tune the parameters of Esrc. However, this may
hurt performance since Etgt cannot adapt to the
translation objective. Another solution is to asyn-
chronously refresh the index by re-computing and
re-indexing all TM sentences at regular intervals.
The index is slightly outdated between refreshes,
however, we use fresh Etgt in gradient estimate. We
explore both options in our experiments.

4 Experiments

We experiment with the proposed approach in three
settings: (1) the conventional setting where the
available TM is limited to the bilingual training
corpus, (2) the low-resource setting where bilin-
gual training pairs are scarce but extra monolingual
data is exploited as additional TM, and (3) non-
parametric domain adaptation using monolingual
TM. Note that existing TM-augmented NMT mod-
els are only applicable to the first setting, the last
two settings only become possible with our pro-
posed model. We use BLEU score (Papineni et al.,
2002) as the evaluation metric.

4.1 Implementation Details
We build our model using Transformer blocks
with the same configuration as Transformer Base
(Vaswani et al., 2017) (8 attention heads, 512 di-
mensional hidden state, and 2048 dimensional
feed-forward state). The number of Transformer
blocks is 3 for the retrieval model, 4 for the mem-
ory encoder in the translation model, and 6 for
the encoder-decoder architecture in the translation
model. We retrieve the top 5 TM sentences. The
FAISS index code is “IVF1024 HNSW32,SQ8”
and the search depth is 64.

We follow the learning rate schedule, dropout
and label smoothing settings described in Vaswani
et al. (2017). We use Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) and train models with up to 100K

# Retriever Description
1 None NMT without TM (Transformer Base)
2 source similarity TM-augmented NMT with source similarity search
3 cross-lingual (fixed) TM-augmented NMT with pre-trained cross-lingual retriever
4 cross-lingual (fixed Etgt)† Our model using a fixed Etgt
5 cross-lingual† Our model trained with asynchronous index refresh

Table 6: Model variants.
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Experiments: Conventional

• Significant improvements over non-TM NMT model, even 
outperforming previous bilingual TM-augmented baselines.

# System Retriever Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test

Existing NMT systems*
Gu et al. (2018) source similarity 63.16 62.94 - - - - - -
Zhang et al. (2018) source similarity 63.97 64.30 61.50 61.56 60.10 60.26 55.54 55.14
Xia et al. (2019) source similarity 66.37 66.21 62.50 62.76 61.85 61.72 57.43 56.88

Our NMT systems
1

this work

None 64.25 64.07 62.27 61.54 59.82 60.76 55.01 54.90
2 source similarity 66.98 66.48 63.04 62.76 63.62 63.85 57.88 57.53
3 cross-lingual (fixed) 66.68 66.24 63.06 62.73 63.25 63.06 57.61 56.97
4 cross-lingual (fixed Etgt)† 67.66 67.16 63.73 63.22 64.39 64.01 58.12 57.92
5 cross-lingual† 67.73 67.42 64.18 63.86 64.48 64.62 58.77 58.42

Table 2: Experimental results (BLEU scores) on four translation tasks. ⇤Results are from Xia et al. (2019). †The
two variants of our method (model #4 and model #5) are significantly better than other baselines with p-value <
0.01, tested by bootstrap re-sampling (Koehn, 2004).

steps throughout all experiments. When trained
with asynchronous index refresh, the re-indexing
interval is 3K training steps.1

4.2 Conventional Experiments

Following prior work in TM-augmented NMT, we
first conduct experiments in a setting where the
bilingual training corpus is the only source for TM.

Data We use the JRC-Acquis corpus (Steinberger
et al., 2006) for our experiments. The JRC-Acquis
corpus contains the total body of European Union
(EU) law applicable to the EU member states.
This corpus was also used by Gu et al. (2018);
Zhang et al. (2018); Xia et al. (2019) and we
managed to get the datasets originally prepro-
cessed by Gu et al. (2018), making it possible
to fairly compare our results with previously re-
ported BLEU scores. Specifically, we select four
translation directions, namely, Spanish)English
(Es)En), En)Es, German)English (De)En),
and En)De, for evaluation. Detailed data statistics
are shown in Table 1.

Models To study the effect of each model com-
ponent, we implement a series of model variants
(model #1 to #5 in Table 2).

1. NMT without TM. To measure the help from
TM, we remove the model components re-
lated to TM (including the retrieval model
and the memory encoder), and only employ
the encoder-decoder architecture for NMT.
The resulted model is equivalent to the Trans-
former Base model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

1Our code is released at https://github.com/

jcyk/copyisallyouneed.

2. TM-augmented NMT using source similar-
ity search. To isolate the effect of architec-
tural changes in NMT models, we replace
our cross-lingual memory retriever with tradi-
tional source-side similarity search. Specifi-
cally, we use the fuzzy match system used in
Xia et al. (2019) and many others, which is
based on BM25 and edit distance.

3. TM-augmented NMT using pre-trained cross-
lingual retriever. To study the effect of end-to-
end task-specific optimization of the retrieval
model, we pre-train the retrieval model us-
ing the cross-alignment tasks introduced in
section 3.4 and keep it fixed in the following
NMT training.

4. Our full model using a fixed TM index; Af-
ter pre-training, we fix the parameter of Etgt
during NMT training.

5. Our full model trained with asynchronous in-
dex refresh.

Results The results of the above models are pre-
sented in Table 2. We have the following observa-
tions: (1) Our full model trained with asynchronous
index refresh (model #5) delivers the best perfor-
mance on test sets across all four translation tasks,
outperforming the non-TM baseline (model #1)
by 3.26 BLEU points in average and up to 3.86
BLEU points (De)En). This result confirms that
monolingual TM can boost NMT performance; (2)
The end-to-end learning of the retriever model is
the key for substantial performance improvement.
We can see that using a pre-trained fixed cross-
lingual retriever only gives moderate test perfor-
mance, fine-tuning Esrc and fixing Etgt significantly
boosts the performance, and fine-tuning both Esrc
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Figure 2: Test results with 1/4 bilingual pairs (upper) and 2/4 bilingual pairs (lower) across different TM sizes.

and Etgt leads to the strongest performance (model
#5>model #4>model #3); (3) Cross-lingual re-
trieval (model #4 and model #5) can obtain better
results than that of the source similarity search
(model #2). This is remarkable since the cross-
lingual retrieval only requires monolingual TM,
while the source similarity search relies on bilin-
gual TM. We attribute the success, again, to the end-
to-end adaptability of our cross-lingual retriever.
This is manifested by the fact that model #3 even
slightly underperforms model #2 in some of trans-
lation tasks.

Contrast to Previous Bilingual TM Systems
We also compare our results with the best previ-
ously reported models.2 We can see that our results
significantly outperform previous arts. Notably, our
best model (model #5) surpasses the best reported
model (Xia et al., 2019) by 1.69 BLEU points in av-
erage and up to 2.9 BLEU points (De)En). This
result verifies the effectiveness of our proposed
models. In fact, we can see that our translation
model using traditional similarity search (model
#2) already outperforms the best previously re-
ported results, which reveals that the architectural
design of our translation model is surprisingly ef-
fective despite its simplicity.

2Some recent work used different datasets other than JRC-
Acquis with unspecified data split, which makes it hard to
make an exhaustive comparison. However, note that our in-
house baseline (model #2) is quite strong.

4.3 Low-Resource Scenarios
One most unique characteristic of our proposed
model is that it uses monolingual TM. This moti-
vates us to conduct experiments in low-resource
scenarios, where we use extra monolingual data in
the target language to boost translation quality.

Data We create low-resource scenarios by ran-
domly partitioning each training set in JRC-Acquis
corpus into four subsets of equal size. We set up
two series of experiments: (1) We only use the
bilinguals pairs in the first subset and gradually en-
large the TM by including more monolingual data
in other subsets. (2) Similar to (1), but we instead
use the bilingual pairs in the first two subsets.

Models As shown in section 4.2, the model
trained with asynchronous index refresh (model
#5) is slightly better than the model using fixed
Etgt (model #4), however, the computational cost
of training model #5 is much bigger. For simplic-
ity and environmental consideration, we only test
model #4 in low-resource scenarios. Nevertheless,
we note there are still two modeling choices: (1)
train the model once with the TM limited to training
pairs and only enlarge the TM during testing; (2)
re-train the model with every enlarged TM. Note
that when using the first choice, the model may
retrieve a TM sentence that has never been seen
during training. To measure the performance im-
provements from additional monolingual TM, we
also include a Transformer Base baseline (model

Experiments: Low-resource

• Substantial translation quality boost in low-resource scenarios 
by utilizing more monolingual TM (even without re-training).
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Experiments: Low-resource 
 back-translation

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

#1, denoted as base) and a bilingual TM baseline
(model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),
the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation
Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg
(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the ex-
periments in section 4.3, we only use one fourth
of bilingual pairs for training. The target side of
the remaining data is treated as additional monolin-
gual data for building domain-specific TM, and the
source side is discarded. The data statistics can be
found in the upper block of Table 4. The dev and
test sets for each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in section 4.3, we train our
model using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage
of our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,

• Our method is complementary to back-translation in 
leveraging additional target-side monolingual corpus.

Reverse 
Translation 

Model

target (mono.) 

source

Translation 
Model

inference training
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Experiments: Domain Adaptation

Data Model Es)En En)Es De)En En)De
dev test dev test dev test dev test

1/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 61.46 61.02 57.86 57.40 56.77 56.54 51.11 51.58
BT 62.47 61.99 60.28 59.59 57.75 58.20 52.47 52.96

Ours+BT 65.98 65.51 62.48 62.22 62.22 61.79 56.75 56.50

2/4 bilingual +
4/4 monolingual

Ours 65.17 64.69 61.31 61.01 61.43 61.19 55.55 55.35
BT 63.82 63.10 61.59 60.83 59.17 59.26 54.18 54.29

Ours+BT 66.95 66.38 63.22 62.90 63.68 63.10 57.69 57.40

Table 3: Comparison with back-translation (BT).

Medical Law IT Koran Subtitle Avg. Avg. �
#Bilingual Pairs 61,388 114,930 55,060 4,458 124,992 - -
#Monolingual Sents 184,165 344,791 165,181 13,375 374,977 - -

Using Bilingual Pairs Only
Transformer Base 47.81 51.40 33.90 14.64 21.64 33.88 -
Ours 47.52 51.17 34.64 15.49 22.66 34.30 +0.42

+ Monolingual Memory
Ours + domain-specific 50.32 53.97 35.33 16.26 22.78 35.73 +1.85
Ours + all-domains 50.23 54.12 35.24 16.24 22.78 35.72 +1.84

Table 4: Test results on domain adaptation.

#1, denoted as base) and a bilingual TM baseline
(model #2).

Results Figure 2 shows the main results on the
test sets. The general patterns are consistent across
all experiments: the larger the TM becomes, the
better translation performance the model achieves.
When using all available monolingual data (4/4),
the translation quality is boosted significantly. In-
terestingly, the performance of models without re-
training is comparable to, if not better than, those
with re-training. We also observe that when the
training pairs are very scarce (only 1/4 bilingual
pairs are available), a small size of TM even hurts
the model performance. The reason could be over-
fitting. We speculate that better results would be
obtained by tuning the model hyper-parameters ac-
cording to different TM sizes.

Contrast to Back-Translation We compare our
models with back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al.,
2016), a popular way of utilizing monolingual data
for NMT. We train a target-to-source Transformer
Base model using bilingual pairs and use the resul-
tant model to translate monolingual sentences to
obtain additional synthetic parallel data. As shown
in Table 3, our method performs better than BT
with 2/4 bilingual pairs but performs worse with
1/4 bilingual pairs. Interestingly, the combination
of BT and our method yields significant further
gains, which demonstrates that our method is not
only orthogonal but also complementary to BT.

4.4 Non-parametric Domain Adaptation
Lastly, the “plug and play” property of TM further
motivates us to domain adaptation, where we adapt
a single general-domain model to a specific domain
by using domain-specific monolingual TM.

Data To simulate a diverse multi-domain setting,
we use the data splits in Aharoni and Goldberg
(2020) originally collected by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). It includes German-English parallel data
for train/dev/test sets in five domains: Medical,
Law, IT, Koran and Subtitles. Similar to the ex-
periments in section 4.3, we only use one fourth
of bilingual pairs for training. The target side of
the remaining data is treated as additional monolin-
gual data for building domain-specific TM, and the
source side is discarded. The data statistics can be
found in the upper block of Table 4. The dev and
test sets for each domain contains 2K instances.

Models We first train a Transformer Base base-
line (model #1) on the concatenation of bilingual
pairs in all domains. As in section 4.3, we train our
model using fixed Etgt (model #4). One advantage
of our approach is the possibility of training a single
model which can be adapted to any new domain at
the inference time without any re-training, by just
switching the TM. When adapting to a new TM,
we do not re-train our model. As the purpose here
is to verify that our approach can tackle domain
adaptation without any domain-specific training,
we leave the comparison and combination of other
domain adaptation techniques (Moore and Lewis,

• Strong cross-domain transferability by hot-swapping 
domain-specific monolingual TM.
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Experiments: Speed

2010; Chu and Wang, 2018) as future work.

Results The results are presented in Table 4. We
can see that when only using the bilingual data, the
TM-augmented model obtains higher BLEU scores
in domains with less data but slightly lower scores
in other domains compared to the non-TM baseline.
However, as we switch the TM to domain-specific
TM, the translation quality is significantly boosted
in all domains, improving the non-TM baseline by
an average of 1.85 BLEU points, with improve-
ments as large as 2.57 BLEU points on Law and
2.51 BLEU point on Medical. We also attempt to
combine all domain-specific TMs to one and use it
for all domains (the last row in Table 4). However,
we do not obtain noticeable improvement. This
reveals that the out-of-domain data can provide
little help so that a smaller in-domain TM is suffi-
cient, which is also confirmed by the fact that about
90.21% of the retrieved sentences come from the
corresponding domain in the combined TM.

4.5 Running Speed
With the help of FAISS in-GPU index, search over
millions of vectors can be made incredibly efficient
(often in tens of milliseconds). In our implementa-
tion, the memory search performs even faster than
naive BM253. For the results in Table 2, taking
the vanilla Transformer Base model (model #1) as
the baseline. The inference latency of our mod-
els (both model #4 and model #5) is about 1.36
times of the baseline (all use a single Nividia V100
GPU). Note that the corresponding number for the
previous state-of-the-art model (Xia et al., 2019) is
1.80. As for training cost, the averaged time cost
per training step of model #4 and model #5 is 2.62
times and 2.76 times of the baseline respectively,
which are on par with traditional TM-augmented
baselines (model #2 is 2.59 times) (all use two Ni-
vidia V100 GPUs). Table 5 presents the results. In
addition, we also observe that memory-augmented
models converge much faster than vanilla models
in terms of training steps.

5 Conclusion

We introduced an effective approach that augments
NMT models with monolingual TM. We show that
a task-specific cross-lingual memory retriever can
be learned by end-to-end MT training. Our ap-
proach achieves new state-of-the-art results on sev-

3Elasticsearch Implementation: https://www.

elastic.co/

# Model Training Inference
1 Transformer Base 1.00x 1.00x
2 source similarity 2.59x -
4 cross-lingual (fixed Etgt) 2.62x 1.36x
5 cross-lingual 2.76x 1.36x
- Xia et al. (2019) - 1.80x

Table 5: Latency cost for training and inference. For
training, we measure the averaged time cost per train-
ing step. The number of Xia et al. (2019) is inferred
from their paper.

eral datasets, leads to large gains in low-resource
scenarios where the bilingual data is limited, and
can specialize a NMT model for specific domains
without further training.

Future work should aim to build over our pro-
posed framework. Two obvious directions are: (1)
Even though our experiments validated that the
whole framework can be learned from scratch us-
ing standard MT corpora, it is possible to initialize
each model component in our framework with mas-
sively pre-trained models for performance enhance-
ment; and (2) The NMT model can benefit from
aggregating over a set of diverse memories, which
is not explicitly encouraged in current design.
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Summary
★ Monolingual Memory: abundant data in the target language 

can be used as TM 

★ Task-Specific Retrieval: memory retrieval can be end-to-end 
optimized for the translation objective

★ Fast Retrieval: the search can be made incredibly efficient 
with FAISS-based MIPS
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Summary
• Significant improvements over non-TM NMT model, even 

outperforming previous bilingual TM-augmented baselines.  

• Substantial translation quality boost in low-resource scenarios by 
utilizing more monolingual TM. (work w/ back-translation) 

• Strong cross-domain transferability by hot-swapping domain-
specific monolingual TM. 
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Figure 1: The overview of this survey.

2.1 Formulation080

Most text generation tasks can be formulated as a081

mapping from input sequence x to output sequence082

y : y = f(x). For instance, x and y could be the083

dialogue history and the corresponding response084

for dialogue response generation, the text in the085

source language and the translation in the target086

language for machine translation, and so on.087

Recently, some researchers suggest to endow088

models the capability to access external memory089

via some information retrieval techniques, so that090

they can acquire more information in the generation091

process (Gu et al., 2018; Weston et al., 2018; Cai092

et al., 2019b). The retrieval-augmented generation093

can be further formulated as:094

y = f(x, z) (1)095

where z = {hxr,yri} is a set of relevant instances096

retrieved from the original training set or external097

datasets. The main idea of this paradigm is that yr098

may benefit the response generation, if xr (or yr)099

is similar (or relevant) to the input x. It is worth100

noting that xr = ; when unsupervised retrieval101

sources are used. In general, the retrieval mem-102

ory can be retrieved from three kinds of sources:103

the training corpus, external datasets in the same104

format with the training corpus, and large-scale105

unsupervised corpus (§2.2). Metrics that evaluate106

the relevance between text are varied as well, in107

§2.3 we divided them into three categories: sparse-108

vector retrieval, dense-vector retrieval, and training-109

based retrieval. Finally, how to integrate the re-110

trieval memory to the generation model is also sig-111

nificant, we also introduce some popular integra-112

tion approaches in §2.4.113

2.2 Retrieval Sources114

Training Corpus Most previous studies search115

the external memory from its training corpus (Song116

et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2018; Weston et al., 2018). 117

In the inference time, retrieved examples with high 118

relevant scores could be regarded as extra refer- 119

ences and reduce model’s uncertainty in generation. 120

The main motivation of those works is to to store 121

knowledge not only in the model parameters but 122

also in an explicit and accessible form, making the 123

model be able to re-access it during inference. 124

External Data Some researchers also propose to 125

retrieval relevant samples from external datasets 126

(Su et al., 2021c; Xiao et al., 2021). In these stud- 127

ies, the retrieval pool is different with the training 128

corpus, which can further provide additional infor- 129

mation that are not contained in the training corpus. 130

This is especially beneficial for applications such 131

as domain adaptation and knowledge update. For 132

example, Khandelwal et al. (2020a); Zheng et al. 133

(2021a) employ the in-domain dataset as the exter- 134

nal memory to achieve fast domain adaptation for 135

machine translation. 136

Unsupervised Data One limitation for previous 137

two sources is that the datasets have to be super- 138

vised datasets consisting of aligned input-output 139

pairs. For machine translation, Cai et al. (2021) pro- 140

pose a cross-lingual retriever to directly retrieve tar- 141

get sentence from unsupervised corpus (i.e., mono- 142

lingual corpus in the target language). The main 143

idea is aligning source-side sentences and the corre- 144

sponding target-side translations in a dense vector 145

space, i.e., aligning x and yr when xr is absent. 146

As a result, the retriever directly connects the dots 147

between the source-side input and target-side trans- 148

lations, enabling monolingual data in the target 149

language to be used alone as memories. 150

2.3 Retrieval Metrics 151

Sparse-vector Retrieval Given an input se- 152

quence x and a retrieval corpus, retrieval model 153

aims to retrieve a set of relevant examples z = 154
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Abstract

Recently, retrieval-augmented text generation
attracted increasing attention of the compu-
tational linguistics community. Compared
with conventional generation models, retrieval-
augmented text generation has remarkable ad-
vantages and particularly has achieved state-of-
the-art performance in many NLP tasks. This
paper aims to conduct a survey about retrieval-
augmented text generation. It firstly highlights
the generic paradigm of retrieval-augmented
generation, and then it reviews notable ap-
proaches according to different tasks including
dialogue response generation, machine trans-
lation, and other generation tasks. Finally, it
points out some promising directions on top of
recent methods to facilitate future research.

1 Introduction

Retrieval-augmented text generation, as a new
text generation paradigm that fuses emerging deep
learning technology and traditional retrieval tech-
nology, has achieved state-of-the-art (SOTA) per-
formance in many NLP tasks and attracted the at-
tention of the computational linguistics community
(Weston et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2018; Cai et al.,
2021). Compared with generation-based counter-
part, this new paradigm has some remarkable ad-
vantages: 1) The knowledge is not necessary to be
implicitly stored in model parameters, but is explic-
itly acquired in a plug-and-play manner, leading
to great scalibility; 2) Instead of generating from
scratch, the paradigm generating text from some re-
trieved human-written reference, which potentially
alleviates the difficulty of text generation.

This paper aims to review many representative
approaches for retrieval-augmented text generation
tasks including dialogue response generation (We-
ston et al., 2018), machine translation (Gu et al.,
2018) and others (Hashimoto et al., 2018). We

⇤All authors contributed equally.

firstly present the generic paradigm of retrieval-
augmented generation as well as three key com-
ponents under this paradigm, which are retrieval
sources, retrieval metrics and generation models.

Then, we introduce notable methods about
retrieval-augmented generation, which are orga-
nized with respect to different tasks. Specifically,
on the dialogue response generation task, exem-
plar/template retrieval as an intermediate step has
been shown beneficial to informative response gen-
eration (Weston et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Cai
et al., 2019a,b). In addition, there has been growing
interest in knowledge-grounded generation explor-
ing different forms of knowledge such as knowl-
edge bases and external documents (Dinan et al.,
2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Lian et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2019; Qin et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,
2021). On the machine translation task, we summa-
rize the early work on how the retrieved sentences
(called translation memory) are used to improve
statistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn et al.,
2003) models (Simard and Isabelle, 2009; Koehn
and Senellart, 2010) and in particular, we inten-
sively highlight several popular methods to inte-
grating translation memory to NMT models (Gu
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2020;
He et al., 2021). We also review the applications
of retrieval-augmented generation in other genera-
tion tasks such as abstractive summarization (Peng
et al., 2019), code generation (Hashimoto et al.,
2018), paraphrase (Kazemnejad et al., 2020; Su
et al., 2021b), and knowledge-intensive generation
(Lewis et al., 2020b). Finally, we also point out
some promising directions on retrieval-augmented
generation to push forward the future research.

2 Retrieval-Augmented Paradigm

In this section, we first give a general formulation
of retrieval-augmented text generation. Then, we
discuss three major components of the retrieval-
augmented generation paradigm, including the re-
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Future Work
• Local vs. Global Optimization 

• When optimizing the retrieval metric, we only consider a small 
subset of retrieval memory.


• Multi-Modalities 

• The retrieval source can be extend to include data in different 
modality (e.g., combine image-text retrieval and machine 
translation).


• Diverse & Controllable Retrieval 

• A diverse set of retrieval results can improve the coverage of 
useful information. Controllable retrieval can be used for 
controllable text generation such as personalized dialogue 
generation.
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Thank you! 
Questions?
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